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Migration is the first publication produced by Arts Cabinet.  
It was conceived and developed at the start of the current global 
pandemic and other dramatic events linked with the ecological 
crisis that has been unfolding across the globe, affecting nearly 
every nation. Its launch will occur a year and a half after the 
final release of Arts Cabinet’s first online Editorial, on the topic 
of migration. 

The idea to develop a critical publication was born from 
a desire to reflect on the diverse contributions to the Editorial, 
produced between November 2019 and July 2020 in the form 
of a virtual research residency. Conceived as an extension of the 
Editorial, this publication features critical essays, lexicons  
and conversations – and has been designed to embody fluidity  
and continuity rather than mark a conclusion.

The  Editorial brought together 16 contributors  
from around the world – artists, academic researchers, practi
tioners, anthropologists, art historians, curators, digital  
experts and social scientists – to articulate ideas, concepts and 
experiences within the overarching topic of migration. It was  
formulated as a point of departure for discussion, dissension  
and relation, and as a framework for experimenting with  
new ways of understanding migration.

Foreword  
↓
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The repertoire of ideas, positions and interventions  

published in the Editorial constitutes a platform for poten
tiality, simultaneously confronting the real and radically 
reimagining the world as it might otherwise be. Displayed 
as a kaleidoscope of exhibitions, conversations, speculative 
thinking, utopian divagations, propositions, archives and per
formances, filled with essays, images, interviews and diaries,  
the Editorial simultaneously preserves the distinctiveness of  
each individual contributor and can be read as a dynamic 
palimpsest where layers of knowledge have been deposited over 
time, privileging diversity, dialogue and freedom of thought.

In this ideal text, the networks are many and 
interact, without any one of them being able to 
surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers, 
not a structure of signifieds; it has no beginning; 
it is reversible. We gain access to it by several 
entrances, none of which can be authoritatively 

declared to be the main one; the codes it mobilises 
extend as far as the eye can reach, they are 
indeterminable... the systems of meaning can 
take over this absolutely plural text, but their 
number is never closed, based as it is on the infinity 
of language.1

Situated somewhere between pure research, speculative 
thinking and curiosity, Arts Cabinet’s Editorials and their 
extended critical publications resist homogeneity, challenge 
rigid classification and foster ideas of collective learning  
and unlearning, shared engagement and temporary meeting 
points – a process that in my view heralds the key ambition 
of Arts Cabinet’s project, to explore the potential of artistic 
research to foster encounters and generate active resources  
of ideas and knowledge.

All writers in this publication respond, in various ways,  
to the vitality, diversity and criticality brought forward by  
the multiple constructions of ideas published in the Editorial. 
The slow and processbased approach was devised specifically  
to encourage experimentation, openness and a sense of 
constant flux.  

The learning process is something you can incite, 
literally incite, like a riot.2

In his essay ‘Moving in multiple dimensions’, Francis McKee 
puts forward the idea of a ‘fluid structure’ as an approach to 
work on the subject of migration, highlighting the ‘powerful 
logic’ of the Arts Cabinet Repository that offers a ‘multiplicity 
of entry points’ to engage with ‘a trajectory of encounters  
that confound our sense of centres and margins’.  

Kate Keohane recasts the Editorial within Édouard 
Glissant’s notions of  ‘archipelagic curation’, pointing to its 
‘format that exists somewhere between an exhibition, a labo
ratory and a publication’, revealing an aspiration to ‘create the 
conditions for an alternative space, relying on poetry, traces, 
collaboration and intuition in order to counter the pernicious 
effects of globalisation and to foster novel methods for account
ing for the experience of the contemporary’.

In ‘Art and Migration: a Conversation in Constant Flux’, 
Jasmine Chohan says that ‘writing about migration requires  
an approach that considers change and motion’. To capture the 
nature of this constant flux, the writer proposed a deliberately 



In ‘The Mirrored Sky’, Rohini 
Devasher, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 
Meridian: Experiments in Time 
Travel, installation view, Anil 
Rane, courtesy of Dr. Bhau Daji 
Lad City Museum, Mumbai.
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fragmented structure, which includes interviews with six artists, 
curators and academics, and short sections of some of the 
multiple contributions to the Editorial, using Stuart Hall’s 
seminal ‘Cultural Identity and Diaspora’ as a framework for  
the discussion.  

The idea to commission not one but two lexicons derives 
from Arts Cabinet’s interests in the points of intersection 
between art and knowledge, power and ideology, language and 
translation, interpretation and communication – and in the 
possibilities of human encounters to generate creativity across 
disciplinary boundaries. Whilst Anya Smirnova presents  
a 360degree lexicon of terms and meanings, Azadeh Fatehrad 
has curated a series of snapshots responding to words as they 
are used in the Editorial.

As an architectural historian and scholar, Maria 
McLintock reflects on ways in which practitioners make space 
for the multiple subjectivities, lenses and historical conditions 
that frame and produce migration and migratory flows, 
pointing to the various contributions in the Editorial as tools 
to teach us how to live ethically, with difference, in a rapidly 
changing world. 

In her essay ‘Struggle and Friendship: Methods as  
Radical Potentiality’, Leonie Ansems de Vries draws on the 
contri butions in the Editorial to question how artistic research 
practices can disrupt prevailing understandings and help us 
reimagine methodology as a tool to engage and transform 
our world.

Finally, it is my strong belief that combined, the  
collective voices assembled in the Editorial and this publication 
– and the traces of knowledge deposited in the various  
layers of these imaginary structures – constitute a guide for  
our future journeys and provide us with lenses to imagine  
alternative configurations to navigate through the current,  
in times of complexity and uncertainty.

Svetlana Sequeira Costa
Founding Director, Arts Cabinet

1 Roland Barthes, S/Z, 
translated by Richard 
Miller (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1991), 
p. 5.

2 Audre Lorde, Sister 
Outsider: Essays and 
Speeches (New York:  
Ten Speed Press, 2007), 
p. 98.
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‘The whole world is creolising and 
archipelagising’ 1

The work of Édouard Glissant is founded on an ecological 
approach that recentres perception towards the significance  
of landscape, and the way that histories are experienced  
in the present tense. Born in Martinique in 1928, Glissant’s 
theoretical writings reorient the way we read places and  
spaces as signs or markers of lived experience, and instead 
encourage us to reimagine the possibilities for collaborative 
processes of interrogation and meaningmaking. In exam 
ining the way the past is understood or encountered within  
the lived experience of a place, Glissant asks that we look  
to the unseen, and the ultimately unknowable aspects of 
personal encounter – and, in so doing, return to an emphasis 
on orality, opacity and the experimental. 

From its inception, Arts Cabinet has been inspired by 
Glissant’s theoretical writings, and there are many ways in 
which the platform, and the Migration Editorial more specif
ically, might be understood through Glissant’s key concepts 
and his broader impact on the creation, display and criticism 
of contemporary art. 

Devised in 2012 in response to conversations and artistic 
expression that followed the Arab Spring, Arts Cabinet 
developed a space to support artistic exchange and knowledge 
production in opposition to traditional academic and cura 
torial hierarchies or power structures. Through alternative 
models of writing, research and the archive, the project  
devised relatively utopian aims to respond to the challenges  
of discussing issues of difference and relationality. Through  
the bringing together of multifarious perspectives and analytic 
approaches, the platform continues to generate an ever 
evolving discourse around what it is to look at, share and write 
about visual art and vital sociopolitical issues. Moreover, by 
centring migration as the first research theme – within a format 
that exists somewhere between an exhibition, a laboratory and 
a publication – Arts Cabinet aspires to create the conditions  
for an alternative space, relying on poetry, traces, collaboration 

A Possible Return to 
the Museum for  

the ToutMonde:  
Archipelagic Curation,  

Arts Cabinet  
and Édouard Glissant 

Kate  
Keohane

↓

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository?topic=Migration
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and intuition in order to counter the pernicious effects of  
globalisation and to foster novel methods for accounting for  
the experience of the contemporary.

Travelling the world throughout his lifetime, Glissant’s 
texts were developed through his transnational relations with 
artists, poets, writers and academics. He collected artworks 
and had ambitions – and indeed had initiated plans – to create 
a Musée Martiniquais des Arts des Amériques or a Museum 
for the Tout Monde (abbreviated to M2A2) in Lamentin, 
Martinique. M2A2 would have presented and preserved the 
diversity of the arts of the Caribbean from the Mayas to  
the present through the creation of a historical and comparative 
encyclopaedic space.2 The collection would have contained 
works purchased by and gifted to Glissant by artist friends 
including Wifredo Lam and Roberto Matta, and would have 
been framed through Glissant’s conception of the ‘archipel
ago’.3 The distances implied by a group of disparate islands 
– connected by a shared water space – metaphorically relates  
to the movements and interchange of diaspora and migration, 
and yet, within Glissant’s terminology, the archipelago also  
represents a relational model for beingintheworld that 
accounts for difference and the possibilities afforded by the 
experience of staying within or returning to a place. The 
institution would, therefore, supposedly not have represented 
a synthesis, or a standardising museological model, but 
a network of interrelationships between various traditions and 
perspectives, serving as an active environment for working 
through postcolonial histories and enacting processes of indi
vidual and cultural exchange. 

When asked by the prolific curator Hans Ulrich Obrist 
whether he felt that ‘the museum’ as both idea and institution 
can be understood as a resistance strategy, Glissant replied  
that ‘it is first and foremost an act of resistance against the 
erasure of individual and collective memory’.4 The M2A2 was 
a practical, activist response underpinned by Glissant’s belief 
that ‘in the European cultures, the museum recapitulates 
whereas with us, in the Americas, the museum is not yet to 
recapitulate; the museum seeks, which is not the same thing’.5 
Glissant therefore framed the act of visiting M2A2 as a con
tinuous process of looking, thinking and sharing, necessitating 
a relational approach to creating, displaying and viewing 
objects and world histories. But what are the stakes of M2A2 
never having come into being?

While attempts to recreate M2A2 have been made 
– notably by the Institut du ToutMonde, in the exhibition 
Musée du Tout-Monde et Agora Mundo, Cité Internationale  
des Arts, Paris (1031 May 2016), which was devised to 
showcase the artists that participated in the creation of M2A2 
from Latin America and the Caribbean, including works 
by Frankétienne, Eddy Gaëtan and Tiga – the form of the 
imagined museum remains unresolved and open to exper
imentation. Designed as a nomadic and itinerant museum, 
a meeting place for the plural aesthetics and imaginations  
of the Caribbean, Glissant’s proposition for a museum open  
to rhizomatic representations and forms provides a multitude  
of options for display. 
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Consequently, over the past 20 years, Glissant’s central 

terms – including ‘opacity’ (the ability to remain unknowable), 
‘détour’ (a dissenting inversion of expectation), ‘relation’ 
(continual communication and interrelation while retaining 
recognition of opacity), and ‘creolisation’ (cultural intermixing 
and perpetual change) – have appeared in numerous large 
scale exhibitions.6 As with Arts Cabinet, by and large, the  
curatorial initiatives that place Glissant’s work at the heart of 
their conceptual premises have recognised the potential of  
his terms to correlate the work of an array of artists through 
their shared identification with issues of globalisation, diaspora 
and migration. However, there remains a gap between curato
rial and art historical engagement, and Glissant’s prolific usage 
risks the elision or miscitation of his major concerns. 

The fact that Glissant’s museum never came into being 
means that curatorial initiatives have sought to experiment 
primarily with ‘archipelagic curation’: a term utilised most  
frequently by Obrist, but which has yet to be sufficiently 
defined. Contemporary ‘archipelagic curation’ is recognised  
as a visual aesthetic of overwhelm, or a methodology or  
structuring system premised on the presentation of numerous 
works in multiple openended spaces in order to avoid linear 
curatorial narratives. 

Although exhibiting numerous oppositions, all of the 
initiatives that have utilised and responded to Glissant’s ideas 
have been incentivised by the need to devise spaces in which to 
respond to the challenges of globalisation and the simultaneous 
paradoxical experience – enhanced by the rise of digital tech
nologies – of everincreasing distance and proximity. While 
this has, to an extent, resulted in what Marion von Osten and 
Eva Egermann have described as the fusion of ‘knowledge econ
omies and cognitive capitalism’, a move towards the Caribbean 
as conceptual model – through emphasis on the archipelagic – 
is ultimately positive, if cautiously related to lived experiences 
of places and people.7 

It should, however, be noted that Glissant’s system is 
not one that is meant to homogenise experience, or to be 
isolated to analysis of the Caribbean, as it was fundamentally 
born from transnational relations and was not necessarily 
intended to create a distinct school of thought. Glissant’s 
propositions sought to trouble ‘continental’ schemas through 
radical destabilisation, and to reflect the complex experience 
of what he termed globality, which generates multiple subject 
positions and is founded on the preservation of difference 
within processes of movement, communication and encounter. 
In Caribbean Discourse (1981), Glissant describes what he calls 
‘Reversion and Diversion’: 

There is a difference between the transplanting 
(by exile or dispersion) of a people who continue 
to survive elsewhere and the transfer (by the slave 

trade) of a population to another place where  
they change into something different, into a new  
set of possibilities.8

Glissant’s approach is intended to account for the incorpo
ration of multiple influences, changes and exchanges, while 
recognising the imbalance and power relations implied  
by global movements. 
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The space of display and audience interaction is subse

quently critical to Glissantian approaches to visual art, but 
not within the terms most often defined by contemporary 
curatorial practice: as a series of connected spaces predisposed 
to readings of overwhelm or abundance. Physical archipelagic 
curation offers a valuable model for incorporating multiple 
voices within a shared space, but only goes so far. In order for  
Glissant’s Caribbeancentric theoretical terms to develop 
further postcolonial significance within the field of curation 
and art historical study, it is necessary for viewers and facili
tators to work collaboratively to discuss, relate, challenge and 
experiment with absences and border spaces, to imaginatively 
refigure space, and to reflect upon the stakes of their own  
situation, through a perpetual collective practice. 

The concept of the archipelagic offered by Glissant 
throughout his writings and within his unrealised museum is 
a shifting nonsystem that is at once lived and imagined, and 
which depends upon transformations, circulations and connec
tions, as well as singular subjectivities. Within the context of 
Arts Cabinet, the first Editorial theme of Migration – devised 
within an archipelagic research framework – has provided 
a space of departure and potentiality but, in line with Glissant’s 
theorisations, will retain the need to develop selfcriticism and 
the interrogation of the lived experience of space. 

Indeed, recent sociopolitical events, including the 
 inability to travel as a consequence of Covid19, the failures  
of globalisation, and the rise of pernicious nationalisms in 
Britain, Europe and the United States have proven Glissant’s 
much cited statement that ‘the whole world is creolising  
and archipelagising’ wrong, or at least have challenged what  
the consequences of everincreasing imaginative proximity 
might be.9 The circulation of ideas themselves, and the hyper 
visibility of certain lines of theory, therefore need to be  
treated with caution, as well as constantly adapted to respond  
to an everchanging situation. 

Writing, rewriting and analysis do the work of the archi
pelago – not only in residing in a space inbetween object  
and thought, but also in drawing connections between people, 
places and ideas. What come closest to Glissant’s proposition 
for an alternative mode of beingintheworld are collaborative 
processes of writing that necessitate orality and alternative 
modes of communication to account for absences, loss and the  
impossibility of total knowledge. As made manifest in the 
writings of  Lola Boatwright, Leonie Ansems de Vries and 
Mercedes Dorame in the first Arts Cabinet Editorial, through 
experimentation and continuous return, room is made for 
revision and the palimpsest, research and uncertainty, duration 
and process. Against what Glissant describes as a ‘continental’ 
academic approach, through archipelagic thought, there  
is no sense of totality, or of closing or completely addressing  
an issue through visual manifestation. Rather it falls upon  
audiences, curators and critics to account for positionality, to 
work in the gaps inbetween and to share experiences of the 
places in which they find themselves, and the spaces of memory 
and fantasy. Visual art might not provide the solution to  
the problems of the ‘global’ contemporary, but an archipelagic 

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/lola-boatwright
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/leonie-ansems-de-vries
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/mercedes-dorame


In ‘Conjunctions’, Rohini Devasher, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 2020. A glass  

photographic plate showing a solar eclipse on 
20 June, 1944 as observed from the Kodaikanal 

Solar Observatory. Image credit: Rohini 
Devasher, courtesy of the Indian Institute of 

Astrophysics, Bangalore, and the Kodaikanal 
Solar Observatory.

“I could collaborate with the landscape there 
because I could imagine the time before,  
an existence where the communications of  
the birds and coyotes meant something” — 
Mercedes Dorame in ‘I was here: Tonvaangar’, 
Migration Editorial, Arts Cabinet 2020.  
Image credit: courtesy of Mercedes Dorame.
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approach that incorporates difference, imbalance and imagina
tive connection offers an expansive strategy for the collective 
interpretation and display of art and – as the work of Arts 
Cabinet proposes – the potential for vital discussion, dissension 
and relation. 

1  Édouard Glissant, 
Traité du Tout-Monde 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1997), 
p. 194.

2  Édouard Glissant, 
interviewed by Hans Ulrich 
Obrist, Interviews Volume 1 
(Milan: Charta, 2003), 
p. 179.

3  Édouard Glissant 
(ed.), Espaces des 
Amériques: Musée 
Martiniquais des Arts  
des Amériques  
(Paris: M2A2, 2000).

4  Glissant in Obrist, 
Interviews Volume 1, 
pp. 183-84.

5  Sylvie Glissant, Anne 
Querrien, Lucia Sagradini, 
Monique Zerbib, and Aude 
Haiducu, ‘Conversation 
autour d’un rêve de 
Glissant et Guattari’, 
Chimères, no. 90  
(June 2017), p. 23.

6  To name but a select 
few in order to highlight  
the significance of  
this trend, Glissant’s 
central concepts have  
been critical to the devel-
opment and curation of:  
Afro Modern: Journeys 
Through the Black Atlantic, 
Tate Liverpool, UK (2010); 
The Global Contemporary  
Art Worlds After 1989,  
ZKM Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Germany (2011-12); 
Poetics of Relation, 
Pérez Art Museum, Miami, 
USA (2015); Mondialité, 
Fondation Boghossian, 
Brussels, Belgium (2017); 
Relational Undercurrents: 
Contemporary Art of the 
Caribbean Archipelago, 
Museum of Latin American 
Art, Los Angeles (2017-18); 
and The Sea is History, 
Museum of Cultural History, 
Oslo, Norway (2019).

7  Marion von Osten 
and Eva Egermann, ‘Twist 
and Shout: On Free 
Universities, Educational 
Reforms and Twists and 
Turns Inside and Outside 
the Art World’, in Paul 
O’Neill and Mick Wilson, 
(eds.), Curating and the 
Educational Turn (London: 
Open Editions/ De Appel 
Arts Centre, 2010), p. 281.

8  Édouard Glissant, 
Caribbean Discourse: 
Selected Essays, trans-
lated by J. Michael 
Dash (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia 
Press, 1992), p. 14.

9  Glissant, Traité du 
Tout-Monde, p. 194.
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In a recently published essay, Trinh T. Minhha explores the prop
osition that ‘in today’s age of migration human migration is said 
to be the defining issue of the twentyfirst century’.1 Relating this 
to her own practice, she puts forward an idea of form and practice 
that imagines a fluid structure useful as a nonbinary, antihierar
chical approach to her work and to the wider subject of migration:

It is in this space of an elsewhere within here 
– that is, a between that breaks with a here and 
a there and with binary oppositional practice – 
that I would situate my work. Art could be the 
force that enables change and keeps history alive, 
while the poetics of the creative everyday could  
be both a dimension of political consciousness and 

a transformative mode of history. Of relevance to 
the times is a film and art practice in which form  
is fully lived, only so as to address the vitality 
of the formless. Such a practice resists consump-
tion in its most intimate needs and often remains 
difficult for analysts, critics, curators, publishers, 
and other consumers to work with.2

Although the artist is here referring to her own practice, she 
describes an approach to work and to the subject of migration 
that is subtle and complex. Vitally, she highlights the need for 
such work to be fluid and difficult to categorise.

Trinh T. Minhha’s essay provides a useful vantage point 
to explore Arts Cabinet’s inaugural issue on migration, an inno
vative online journal launched during the Covid19 pandemic. 
The editors acknowledge their unusual approach, explaining that 
they have invited ‘an eclectic group of contributors from around 
the world – artists, curators, politicalscientists, data innovators, 
anthropologists, arthistorians, amateur astronomers, theorists, 
writers – who will contribute with four publications, evenly spaced 
between November 2019 and July 2020’. A first dive into the site 
creates confusion – deliberately so, as it turns out. There are many 
angles on each subject broached by the contributors – Alia Ali 
interviews Mercedes Dorame and later Mercedes Dorame inter
views Alia Ali, both interviews leading to extensive biographical 
information on the artists, links to their websites, social media 
and press coverage. Routes in and out of those interview pages also 
lead us to artist contributions – films, essays and a Knowledge Wall 
– ‘a visual record that captures the contributor’s research experi
ments and processes, which usually features content developed in 
the spaces preceding and between scheduled formal contri butions. 
Sometimes, this space can also present finished work’.3

This all begins to suggest an undertaking of encyclopae dic 
proportions, an approach that could be fraught with the colonial 
baggage of categorisation as power and authority. The editors 
though are wise to this peril, summoning Michel Foucault’s 
suggestion that curiosity ‘can also evoke “concern”, the care that 

Moving in multiple 
dimensions 

Francis  
McKee 

↓

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/alia-ali
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/mercedes-dorame
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/mercedes-dorame
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one takes for what exists and could exist; a readiness to find strange 
and singular what surrounds us; a certain relentlessness to break 
up our familiarities and to regard otherwise the same things’.4

And so, the multiplicity of entry points to the work of each 
contributor gives us multiple views of the subjects they engage 
with, undermining any sense of a definitive reading. The editors’ 
approach, as Minhha might phrase it, ‘resists consumption in its 
most intimate needs and often remains difficult for analysts, critics, 
curators, publishers, and other consumers to work with’.

The formal and powerful logic of the encyclopaedia is 
rejected in the collections of items in Arts Cabinet’s Repository. 
Gaps and absences are not only acknowledged but welcomed, 
implying a recognition of the near infinite surroundings that are 
not contained in the frame of each work.

Two examples in particular demonstrate the ways in which 
navigation of the material operates. In her curatorial project 
Distant Divides, Clementine ButlerGallie produced a newspaper 
that marked 30 years since German reunification (3 October 
1990) and the implementation of the Ta’if agreement in Lebanon, 
which is observed as the ending of the civil war (13 October 1990).5 
The project is itself part of a wider enterprise, East and West: Beirut 
to Berlin, documenting artistic exchange between Lebanon and 
Germany from 1960 to the present, recognising the divide that 
occurred in both countries in 1990 (reunification on the one hand 
and the ending of the civil war on the other). The newspaper 

then breaks down into eight pieces by Lotti 
Adaïmi, Chaza Charafeddine, Mahmoud 
Dabdoub, Martin Giesen, Elisabeth Kraus, 
Arthur Laidlaw, Ghassan Salhab and Siska. 
The project is seen as merely docu menting 
‘a point in the ongoing process; a moment 
to reflect and plan the next route’.6 
ButlerGallie adds that ‘a continued sense 
of expanse and anticipation is the reality 
of research’ and ‘a “finale” is not desired’. 
East and West then presents itself as a series 
of fluid elements and the embedded 
newspaper Distant Divides amplifies the 
openness of the process undertaken. 
As a newspaper, it already points to its own 
redundancy as a daily sheet that is rendered 
antique with the publication of the next 
issue. Within it, various projects underline 
the transience and incompleteness of the 

work (a timeline of German exhibitions, for instance, is put 
forward as only one half of a yettobefinished timeline) and 
several contributions open up questions rather than resolve them. 
The newspaper format is upended. It is in newspapers that we so 
often find the first configurations of the ‘migrant’ and the crisis of 
migration pictured constantly as an overcrowded boat floundering 
at sea or a precarious camp such as the ‘Calais Jungle’. In Distant 
Divides we find a more complex repertoire of images and ideas. 
There is the symmetry of divided cities, Berlin and Beirut, small 
stories of local problems, timelines of exhibitions and personal 
narratives. Everything is nuanced, partial and unfinished – the 
transience of the paper underpins the migrations referenced in its 

↑ In ‘East and West: Beirut  
to Berlin’, Clementine Butler-
Gallie, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020.

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/east-and-west-beirut-to-berlin
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/clementine-butler-gallie
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/clementine-butler-gallie
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various articles. Migration becomes a much wider concept 
as ideas and cities are seen here to be in a constant flow with no 
fixed directions or goals.

This kinetic quality is also vital to the second example  
of navigation in the Repository. Rohini Devasher and Sabih 
Ahmed’s text, ‘Notes from the Observatory: Saturn 79 minutes 
ago’, is built around a 2019 observation of planets and stars that 
took place at the Sagar School Observatory in Alwar, Rajasthan.7 
Twenty observers navigated the night sky from the Moon to 
Jupiter, then Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and into the star clusters 

of Albireo, and their observations are 
annotated with readings by Devasher and 
Ahmed. This is already a format that defies 
notions of monocular, unified vision in 
favour of a commune of voices, dialogue 
and multiplicity. In a com panion essay, 
‘Conjunctions’, Devasher cites a comment 
about the Moon by Alexander von 
Humboldt that provides an insight into the 
aims of the observers at the Sagar School 
Observatory – ‘It is a map of the Earth… 
what we see on the Moon is ourselves’.8 
This gets to the roots of her interest in the 
navigation of the stars – it is not just about 

what is out there, it’s very much about how and why we observe it:

What would a reading of the categories of Event 
and Site open up for how we observe time and 
ourselves within the solar system? The history 
of observation is also a history of methods of 

imagining and understanding time. Time, both 
dynamic and precise, as lived, imagined and 
understood through the history of observation  
both personal and abstract.9 

In this context Devasher appears to understand her research 
as a transit across ideas, experiments, theories and moments of 
production. Recalling Minhha’s suggestion that ‘form is fully 
lived, only so as to address the vitality of the formless’, Devasher and 
Ahmed’s conjunctions and notes prioritise an enquiry into the act 
of looking in order to comprehend the subject of their gaze: 

The field of vision has always been reconstituted 
by techniques and technologies of their time that 
are also simultaneously out of joint with their 
time. They produce the experience of time-space 
continuums, and discontinuums. A practice of 
observation is therefore one that always has to 
take on the task of defining what a field of vision 
is, i.e, the conjunction of technologies, techniques, 
bodies and sites mobilised. The constellations we 

observe out there are constituted by constellations 
we form here. The field, as one might otherwise 
assume, is never already present. It is produced by 
those conjunctions that also produce the conditions 
of observation. A critical practice of observation 
would therefore be a critical undoing of the 
relation between the technologies, techniques, 
the site, and the observer, none of them being 
already defined.10 

The production of a field of vision might be a useful way to 
describe the structuring of the Repository – a rhizomatic, open
ended constellation of observations that undo as much as they 
bring things together. Much depends on agility of thought in 
this approach to vision: steering into a subject from an unexpected 
direction, or dismissing the signals sent out by the more settled 
purveyors of knowledge. In one essay Lola Boatwright recalls 
visiting Dubai and her first attempts to locate the heart of the city. 

↑ In ‘Conjunctions’, Rohini 
Devasher, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 
still image from the video Sagar 
School of the Moon, through the 
Earth’s atmosphere. Courtesy of 
Rohini Devasher.

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/notes-from-the-observatory-saturn-79-minutes-ago-/-in-collaboration-with-sabih-ahmed
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/notes-from-the-observatory-saturn-79-minutes-ago-/-in-collaboration-with-sabih-ahmed
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/conjunctions
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/dubai-as-a-cephalopod-photographing-the-branchial-heart-of-a-migrants-city
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She naturally gravitated to the well flagged district of ‘Downtown 
Dubai’, noting that it is de scribed by its developer as the ‘flagship 
mega development in the heart of Dubai’. It failed to live up to her 
expectations as the living heart of the city, though it indisputably 
corralled many major malls and expertly manufactured tourist 
destina tions. Other districts also appeared to vie unsuccessfully 
for ‘heart’ status, leading Boatwright to conclude that traditional 
anatomical mapping of such a city was the wrong approach:

Due north from this tri-chambered heart is where 
Dubai began, along both sides of Dubai Creek. 
Here, hotels and developments refer to their 
location as Dubai’s ‘cultural heart,’ ‘heritage 
heart,’ or simply ‘the heart of Old Dubai.’  
All this leads me to one conclusion: Dubai is 

a cephalopod. Like octopuses and squids, it has 
multiple hearts. Its systemic heart, the heart  
that pumps blood through its body and limbs,  
is the flagship mega-heart that traverses  
a highway and oxygenates Dubai’s insatiable 
economy.11 

Dissecting the body of that metropolis with this new vision, 
Boatwright arrives in a district called Satwa and stumbles 
on a paradox centring on migration, the operation of time 
and bakeries: 

There is still an ebb and flow, however, in Satwa. 
Through the gills of Satwa, Dubai breathes in 
migrants, filters their skills and labor in exchange 
for cash, and eventually exhales them back to their 
home countries. Satwa is home (at least temporar-
ily) to a mixed population of Filipinos, Pakistanis, 
Indians, and various other migrant populations 
who came for a variety of reasons, ranging from 

safety to income to lifestyle, some accompanied  
by family and others alone, economic emissaries  
of sorts, sending funds back to their families. 
Walking around Satwa, one of the most striking 
details is the abundance of Afghan bakeries – 
I’ve counted two dozen in a small area, making 
their density higher than that of Starbucks in 
Midtown Manhattan.12

Those bakeries in Satwa spread tentacles of their own across the 
city that they supply with bread on a daily basis. There is a stability 
in the neighbourhood based around the Afghani identity of  

the bakers, but around them the district 
continues to morph with migrants from 
different countries, the transformation  
of accommodation, the emergence of 
competitive delivery contracts and the 
evolution of the cephalopod, Dubai, and  
its many hearts. Documenting the histories 
of the bakeries, which are rooted in the 
migration of their owners, it becomes clear 
that the city also migrates around them.

Boatwright’s essay, ostensibly focused 
on the economic realities of migration 
and the selfregulated activities of Satwa, 
turns on a deeper philosophical point, 
one that underlines the constant flux 
driving nature and the social structures of 
humans. In another age, it might have been 
termed dialectical materialism, declared 
within Marxism as ‘a method for coming to 
grips with the processes of change that 

are taking place around us’ and stressing the need for ‘understand
ing the inevitability of change’. In Leon Trotsky’s near mystical 
description of that process he chooses sugar as his example:

↑ In ‘Dubai as a Cephalopod: 
Photographing the Branchial 
Heart of a Migrants’ City’, Lola 
Boatwright, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 
Bagging for Delivery: Preparing 
delivery orders, Anwar counts, 
bags and labels each recipi-
ent, sometimes using monikers 
like ‘the Bloch’ before making 
delivery rounds by bicycle. 
Photo by Lola Boatwright.



14 in reality a pound of sugar is never equal to a pound 
of sugar – a more delicate scale always discloses  
a difference. Again one can object: but a pound 

of sugar is equal to itself. Neither is this true – all 
bodies change uninterruptedly in size, weight, 
colour, etc. They are never equal to themselves.13

While Boatwright locates bread at the basis of her analysis,  
it’s interesting how both visions of the world rely on staples  
of food within the wider context of social and metropolitan 
issues. That call to simplicity is important here. The broad phil
osophical point that argues migration is a constant process of 
change finds its power in the elemental materials that compose 
our lives – light, the stars, bread, sugar. And that philosophical 
underpinning also has roots in the histories of various philoso
phers and the physical aspects of the history of thinking. 

For Western philosophy, that approach to thinking tends 
to spring from the urhistory of the early Greek philosophers. 
Aristotle was known as a ‘peripatetic’ because he was said  
to walk and teach. Plato was a walker too, and in one of his 
dialogues he invokes the memory of Protagoras who conducted 
walking seminars with students trailing behind him: ‘I saw 
how beautifully they took care never to get in Protagoras’ way. 
When he turned around with his flanking groups, the audience 
to the rear would split into two in a very orderly way and  
then circle around to either side and form up again behind him. 
It was quite lovely.’14 The cynics were the bestknown school  
of walkers, migrating from one town to another, the protobeat 
thinkers of their day, though the Epicureans were better known 
for lazing in gardens. 

Walking remains an important mode of thought and 
perception, permeating the arts in different ways as landscapes 
became more industrial and cities became the more common 
backdrop for many populations. The dérive and psycho 
geography have become staples of navigating our cities, and 
navigating critiques of modernism. Writers from Baudelaire  
to Iain Sinclair have used flânerie and critical walking as  

ways to reflect on the impact of the 
contemporary metropolis, while 
feminists have used walks as a means to 
traverse the traces of women’s lives and 
the impact of patriarchy across time.

 In the Arts Cabinet Repository, 
though, Maja and Reuben Fowkes  
focus on the walking practice of the 
18thcentury philosopher JeanJacques 
Rousseau, who managed to combine  
the rambling of Aristotle and the gar
dening tendencies of the Epicureans. 
In Reveries of the Solitary Walker (1782), 
Rousseau describes his own forced  
exile from society through a series of 

walks in nature, where he also begins to explore the plant life  
of the island of Saint Pierre, his retreat from the world.15  
In ‘Walking without Footprints’, the Fowkes focus on 
Rousseau’s descriptions of doing nothing. Rousseau evokes the 
Italian notion of far niente, and besides walking describes days 
spent floating aimlessly on his back in a rowboat on a lake. 

↑ In ‘Walking Without 
Footprints’, Maja and Reuben 
Fowkes, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 
In Fokus Grupa, Herbarium, 2015.

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/walking-without-footprints


15 When Rousseau defines leisure as something 
different from lethargy, he goes on to propose 
necessary activities for ‘a precious farniente’. In 
order to attain this ‘state of bliss’, characterized by 
moderate mental and physical activity, he sets out 
to compose a herbarium that would categorize the 
complete plant life of island St. Pierre. The fact 
that people know so little about plant life is caused 

by the fact that all research is done with a specific 
goal in mind – Rousseau maintains. His interest 
is according to him outside of this goal oriented 
domain, although one cannot ignore the fact that 
the impetus to find, categorize and organize the 
complete plant life of the island, square meter by 
square meter, is a colonizing endeavor, typical for 
the enlightenment and modernity.16

It’s true that Rousseau finds a paradox in the necessity to elaborate 
methods of doing nothing, and his approaches to landscape and 
plant categorisation reflect his position within the enlightenment 
colonising mindset. However, he was also on the cusp of the 
Romantic and a painfully selfaware philosopher who spent inor
dinate amounts of time in the Reveries attempting to sabotage  
his own tendencies to systematise his idleness. Walking was a key 
tool in that endeavour. Maja and Reuben Fowkes subtly pick up 
on the distraction and destabilisation of perspective that walking 
can induce as they outline why they too attempted to embed  
an element of selfsabotage into their workshops and rambles: 

We started the Herbarium as a remedy for stress 
and fatigue, caused by our working and living 
conditions at the time. Our principal aims were 
to ‘free time’ and open it up for contemplation, 
relaxation and re-thinking. Walking seemed to 
consolidate all of this. It slows you down, it is inef-
ficient, and makes no sense if your goal is simply 
to reach a certain destination quickly. Since the 
symptom of the goal-oriented attention is a kind 
of tunnel vision, it seemed to us that looking for 

and picking plants while the conversation is taking 
place is contradictory to that kind of attention; 
it acts as a sort of  Verfremdungseffekt that, 
for a short time at least, makes us perceive our 
surroundings. The conversations we have with the 
people whom we invite to join us are affected by  
the properties of walking and picking plants. They 
are somehow structured by the fact that the conver-
sations are done while walking – and interrupted 
while picking plants.17

The plants they pick on their walks are often the only docu  
mentation of the group’s activity, another deliberate obstacle  

to defining this art labour in terms of 
outcomes. While they acknowledge  
such moves can never quite enable them 
to escape the ‘mechanism of the post 
Fordist economy’, they do at least throw 
some curveballs into late capitalist art 
world equations.

‘Walking without Footprints’ is 
a good example of the mode of explo
ration that defines the Arts Cabinet 
Repository. It opens the reader up to 
a whole series of references that loop 
out beyond the site and beyond the core 
subject of migration. Those references 
bring us back to the subject from 
unexpected directions, amplifying our 

understanding of a much wider context than that of the news 
media. Sliding through links between various contributions,  
we traverse a dizzying array of artworks, interviews, time  
zones and ideas. Storytelling emerges as a constant, tantalising 
strand that runs through everything from Chaza Charafeddine’s 

↑ In ‘Book burning, past and 
present’, Denise Clarke, Essay, 
Archive, Arts Cabinet 2019. 
Image credit: Ashurbanipal panel 
relief c. 7th century BCE in 
Assyrian culture in Nineveh.



In ‘Der Ballon’, Svetlana Sequeira Costa 
interviews Julian Klein, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2019. Image credit: Der Ballon, 
!KF – Institute for Artistic Research Berlin. 
Photo by Kirsten Kofahl.

In ‘Animation to talk about migration’, 
PositiveNegatives, Migration Editorial, 

Arts Cabinet 2019. Image credit:  
Life on the Move, PostiveNegatives.
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tale of a minor car collision, Winfried Freudenberg’s  
attempted balloon escape across the Berlin Wall, the myth  
of the Turul falcon, the escape of the poet Nâzım Hikmet,  
the political imprisonment of the mother of Nâzım Hikmet, 
Karrie Fransman’s a Stork’s Journey, the destruction of 
Ashurbanipal’s library in seventhcentury Nineveh… a seem
ingly endless narrative kaleidoscope. It is the appeal to our 
human curiosity that draws us into the Repository, where we 
find ourselves on a trajectory of encounters that confound  
our sense of centres and margins.
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Writing about Migration requires an approach that considers 
change and motion. This piece aims to capture the nature  
of this constant flux through a deliberately fragmented struc
ture, which will include interviews with six artists, curators  
and academics, and short sections of some of the multiple  
contributions to the Arts Cabinet Migration Editorial, using 
Stuart Hall’s seminal piece ‘Cultural Identity and Diaspora’  
as a framework for the discussion. Reading through the contri
butions from artists, writers, curators, researchers, astrologers 
and statisticians, certain common threads start to appear 
between the vastly different pieces. The various threads will be 
intertwined to formulate a fluid and multifaceted commentary 
on Migration in the format of a round table discussion or con
tinuous conversation.

The Editorial reflects on issues raised around the theme  
of art and migration in the last 10 to 20 years. Some pieces 
capture the personal lived experiences of artists, while others 
delve into researching migrant communities that were 
uprooted through crisis and trauma. An attempt to visually 
trace statistics linked to migration is also presented, while 
certain texts turn to the sky to consider strangeness and uncer
tainty through speculative observation.

In the three interviews carried out for this essay between 
three artists and three art historians/curators, Stuart Hall’s  
text forms a springboard for discussion. The first interview  
was between IndianTanzanianBritish artist and curator 
Shaheen Merali and the SouthAfrican artist Pitika Ntuli. 
Having both lived and worked in Britain in the time that Hall  
wrote the essay, the interview explored some of the more 
contextual points raised in the text and illustrated the struggles 
of firstgeneration diasporic artists in London in the 1970s. 
The second interview was between young BritishAsian artist 
Jasleen Kaur and the Chinese art historian Linzhi Zhang.  
In this interview, Hall’s text was used as a framework within 
which Kaur was able to discuss her work and muse over  
the way in which the text can still capture the experiences of 
secondgeneration diasporic communities. The final interview 
was between Mexican curator and academic Cuauhtémoc 
Medina and Cuban Miamibased artist Glexis Novoa. This 
conversation attempted to situate Hall’s text in the light  
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of statistical information on migration in the 21st century and 
how formalised/national identity can, in fact, be a toxic spectre 
that plays more to the ego than any notion of oneself.1 Only 
fragments of these interviews are used here to converse with 
other pieces in the Editorial.

The Migrant, The Diaspora,  
The Collective

In the opening to ‘Cultural Identity and Diaspora’, Hall explains 
two positions from which cultural identity can be explored. 

‘The first position defines “cultural identity” in 
terms of one, shared culture, a sort of collective 
“one true self”, hiding inside the many other, more 

superficial or artificially imposed “selves”,  
which people with a shared history and ancestry 
hold in common’.2 

The first position that Hall speaks of could also be defined as 
diasporic communities forming collective identities through 
which they process trauma, displacement and movement.

 ‘As an artist coming from a lineage of political exiles, I kept Nâzım 
Hikmet’s books close to me wherever we migrated to and started 
collecting other writers’ books that referenced his poems (…) As my 
father explained the origin of the poem, I sensed that his version of 
history was a product of the collective imagination of a movement that 

was forced to disappear in a carnage during the 
Cold War (...) where some things are absolute and 
historical reality, while others belong to the realm 
of imagined events and archives of emotions.’ 3 

‘Not an identity grounded in the archaeology, 
but in the re-telling of the past? We should not, 
for a moment, underestimate or neglect the 

importance of the act of imaginative rediscovery 
which this conception of a rediscovered, essential 
identity entails’.4

 Both Merali and Ntuli found themselves in London in the 
1970s. Merali’s journey from Tanzania was due to Idi Amin 
ordering the expulsion of the Asian community from Uganda. 
Ntuli escaped South Africa after an extended period of  
imprisonment as a result of his antiapartheid protests. Merali 
and Ntuli gravitated together, in what they described as 
‘floating our blackness against the glistening white racism’. 

Hande Sever:
An Archive of Emotions: 
2 or 3 Things  
I Know About Her,  
An Introduction

← In ‘An Archive of Emotions: 2 or 3 Things 
I Know About Her, An Introduction’, Hande 
Sever, Migration Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Image credit: a photograph of Nâzım 
Hikmet Ran in prison alongside his friends; 
Bursa, Turkey, 1938. Courtesy of the Nâzım 
Hikmet Culture and Art Foundation / Nâzım 
Hikmet Kültür ve Sanat Vakfi.

Shaheen Merali 
and Pitika Ntuli 

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/an-archive-of-emotions-2-or-3-things-i-know-about-her-an-introduction
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/an-archive-of-emotions-2-or-3-things-i-know-about-her-an-introduction
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/an-archive-of-emotions-2-or-3-things-i-know-about-her-an-introduction
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/an-archive-of-emotions-2-or-3-things-i-know-about-her-an-introduction


19 We viewed art as a spiritual expression, a social expression… a place 
where we could all come together and be part of a common cause,  
we developed one shared culture and became one huge family – fused 

together through an identity of defiance – a  
refusal to be repressed, an identity that released 
our creativity. British imperialism gave us a new 
identity of blackness. 

 The Other Story in 1989, curated by Rasheed Araeen, looks at the 
history of modernism, opening out to the perspective in British 
diasporic art – all the articles coming out about it were derided and  

it was said this was not a place to escalate our 
cultural history. We wanted to create elements to 
be our own narrators – to create our own cultural 
identity. We had to rewrite a story that had not 
been written in the first place…

 I am not an individual, I am part of all these people. We are now  
in position to be known, not an individual – we are a collective.  
We keep collecting our identities. We shaped each other. 

 This collective identity can be seen through 
Ntuli’s exhibition Return to the Source!, where 
the artist united 45 bone sculptures that he 
had produced alongside the poems, essays and 
thoughts of 33 poets and intellectuals.

 By documenting the life experiences of two different generations  
with a common background, the aim of this film is to understand  
the socio-political factors that have an influence on personal notions 

of identity, nationality and contribute to how 
diasporas are created and maintained.5 

Ntuli:

← Shaheen Merali, Unilever Strike,  
Batik, ink on cotton, 2m × 1.5m,  
courtesy of the artist. 

Merali:

← Pamphlet from The Other Story  
exhibition at the Hayward Gallery, London, 
from 29 November 1989 to 4 February 1990.

Ntuli:

← Pitika Ntuli, Azibuyele Emasisweni, 
mixed media, dimensions variable. From the 
Return to the Source! exhibition, courtesy 
of the artist and the Melrose Gallery, 
Johannesburg. 

Bruno Lopes: 
‘Why is Ronaldo white?’

← In ‘PALOP: Países Africanos de Lingua 
Oficial Portuguesa (Portuguese Speaking 
African Countries), Bruno Lopes, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 2019. Film produced 
and directed by Bruno Lopes.

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/why-is-ronaldo-white
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 Our identity in diasporic communities is shaped and determined  
by the colonialist – we understand our position within these  
colonial positions. Identity is complex, the impact of colonisation  
and migration on identity helped homogenise what our identities  
were, and it becomes quite insular. We create these constructed  
or imagined identities. 

‘Because Présence Européenne is about exclusion, 
imposition and expropriation... the site of a profound 
splitting and doubling – what Homi Bhabha has 

called “the ambivalent identifications of the racist 
world... the ‘otherness’ of the self-inscribed in  
the perverse palimpsest of colonial identity”.’ 6

The Dislocated / The Exile

‘This second position recognises that, as well as  
the many points of similarity, there are also 
 critical points of deep and significant difference 
which constitute “what we really are”; or rather 
– since history has intervened – “what we  
have become”. We cannot speak for very long,  

with any exactness, about “one experience,  
one identity”, without acknowledging its  
other side – the ruptures and discontinuities  
which constitute... Cultural identity, in  
this second sense, is a matter of “becoming”  
as well as of “being”.’ 7

 My exploration with migration is in the terms of a conceptual exile 
and psychological dislocation from my native land. The implications 
of being physically located in spaces to which I feel connected to  
and longing for, and yet have become inaccessible to me. We as Tongva 
people have no reservation land, no place to go home to (...) I live  

in the place where my ancestors lived for millennia, 
a place I still feel connected to, and yet I occupy  
the space as a visitor, a trespasser. Assimilation was 
enforced and forced down my ancestors’ throats, 
pieces of glass that killed them from the inside out, 
long before their bodies were put into the earth,  
and their souls became stars. We are banished, 
erased, evicted from the land.8 

 Our colonial history is a history of denial, of repression, of genocide 
– a history of power, or lack of it – it’s about sterility, genocidal-ness 
and our understanding of all of that and how we learn to live with it.

It is in this space that creativity abounds: 

 The studio is where I practice the discomfort of not belonging and  
not whining about it. It is where I send out aesthetic signals to others 
who may feel as uncomfortable with the way we are expected to mask 
our discomfort and encouraged to feel gratitude for the smallest and 
the grandest of our achievements.9

 

Jasleen Kaur and 
Linzhi Zhang

Kaur: 

Mercedes Dorame: 
I Was Here: Tovaangar

← In ‘I Was Here: Tovaangar’,  
Mercedes Dorame, Migration Editorial,  
Arts Cabinet 2019. Image credit:  
courtesy of Mercedes Dorame.

Shaheen Merali and 
Pitika Ntuli:

Gelare Khoshgozaran: 
a place of ‘study’, as  
in the ‘application of the 
mind to the acquisition  
of knowledge’

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/i-was-here-tovaangar
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/gelare-khoshgozaran
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/a-place-of-study-as-in-the-application-of-the-mind-to-the-acquisition-of-knowledge
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/a-place-of-study-as-in-the-application-of-the-mind-to-the-acquisition-of-knowledge
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/a-place-of-study-as-in-the-application-of-the-mind-to-the-acquisition-of-knowledge
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/a-place-of-study-as-in-the-application-of-the-mind-to-the-acquisition-of-knowledge
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A new language must be formed to draw together these 
ruptures and to find a way to navigate this. 

 In my subsequent iterations, I will pursue these questions as  
I experiment with creating a script, and eventually invite the  
others to decode my script to see what kind of place they perceive 

between the lines.10 

 This creation of a new language that Lola Boatwright embarks 
upon can be compared to Pitika Ntuli’s creation of a visual 
language using the political and cultural roots of his experience. 
It can be connected to a point of how migratory movements 
alter our language of expression, be it visual, written or spoken. 

 Glexis Novoa uses aesthetic and linguistic creations to bridge 
the ruptures that violent political upheaval and migration have 
created. The artist explains that in his earlier work such as Sín 
Titulo from the series (etapa práctica), he used Cyrillic lettering 
that was emblematic of the USSR’s presence in Cuba to create 
incomprehensible words and signage. This reflected the 
political disparity between the system that was being imposed 

upon Cuba and the way it translated to the 
everyday Cuban lifestyle. 

‘It is one thing to position a subject or set of peoples 
as the Other of a dominant discourse. It is quite 
another thing to subject them to that “knowledge”… 
This inner expropriation of cultural identity 

cripples and deforms. If its silences are not resisted, 
they produce, in Fanon’s vivid phrase, “individuals 
without an anchor, without horizon, colourless, 
stateless, rootless – a race of angels”.’ 11

Material exploration  
of movement / migration

One of the clear strands that begins to emerge when looking  
at how artists explore migration and movement is a distinct 
focus on materials and objects. Sometimes it is only the objects 
that are left behind that bear witness to a fading presence.  
At the same time, we can also see a focus on the objects that 
were carried, transported and repurposed, reflecting the 
cultural roots of migrants and their processes of assimilation.

Lola Boatwright: 
Scriptus Loci:  
A Script is Born

← In ‘Scriptus Loci: a Script is Born’, 
Lola Boatwright, Migration Editorial,  
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: courtesy 
of Lola Boatwright.

Shaheen Merali and 
Pitika Ntuli

Glexis Novoa and 
Cuauhtémoc Medina

← Glexis Novoa, Sin título, de la serie 
Etapa práctica (Untitled, from the 
Practical Stage series), 1989 (Pérez Art 
Museum, Miami © Glexis Novoa)

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/scriptus-loci-a-script-is-born
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/scriptus-loci-a-script-is-born
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 This archive will combine factual past and present contemporary 

experiences with history and memory, intertwined with fictional 
re-imaginings of post-colonial urban places and spaces through  

the place of the familiar and the genealogy  
of the personal spaces of the artist.12

 This philosophy led Malallah to develop what she describes as the 
‘Ruins Technique’ in which the act of destruction forms the starting 
point of creativity, providing the waste materials out of which art 

can be formed.13

 In works such as Retrato de una joven Novoa picks up objects  
that were left behind in Cuba by fleeing migrants after the 
triumph of the Revolution and draws the sometimesnameless 

faces onto pieces of repurposed marble that 
were collected from dilapidated buildings  
in Havana.

Conclusion:  
Identity as a construct

A point of tension emerges throughout the discussions 
presented – how does one reconcile the conflicting identities 
that are merged together through migratory movements? 

‘Identity is not as transparent or unproblematic  
as we think. Perhaps instead of thinking  
of identity as an already accomplished fact,  
which the new cultural practices then represent,  

we should think, instead, of identity as a  
“production”, which is never complete, always  
in process, and always constituted within,  
not outside, representation.’14

Mónica de Miranda: 
Tales of Lisbon I

← In ‘Tales of Lisbon I’, Mónica de 
Miranda, Migration Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Object found in demolition site  
in the suburban area of greater Lisbon, 
where nearly all African populations have 
lived since the seventies. Image credit: 
courtesy of Mónica de Miranda. 

Annie Webster:
A Theater of Operations

← In ‘A Theater of Operations’, Annie 
Webster, Migration Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2020. Image credit: installation view of 
Hanaa Malallah, She/ He Has No Picture, 
2019, on view in the exhibition Theater  
of Operations: The Gulf Wars 1991–2011 at 
MoMA PS1, New York from 3 November 2019  
to 1 March 2020. Photo by Matthew Septimus.

Glexis Novoa and 
Cuauhtémoc Medina

← Glexis Novoa, Retrato de una joven, 
graphite on marble and 23K gold leaf, 
16 × 18cm, 2019, courtesy of the artist  
and Acacia Gallería, Havana.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/monica-de-miranda
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/tales-of-lisbon-i
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/a-theater-of-operations
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 The Chai (Indian tea) stall was made up of lots of found material... 
There was a real romanticism to the way I approached my own  
family and personal histories. 

 The work was done with jugar, a frugality and with limited 
resources... I was brewing up a jug of chai with all of the tools 
that were made by me to have this one person sieving and 
dispensing operation. I was thinking about a lot of splicing  
and the found objects gave me the permission to do it. I was 
trying to find a literacy through the objects and trying to 

disrupt the space. The work plays with how 
everyday happenings within her household, 
such as the serving of chai, can be translated  
in the current space we reside in. 

 Merali and Ntuli are the generation of artists and intellectuals 
who created a space in Britain for secondgeneration migrants 
to explore their fractured identities. 

 Culture is the recording of our lived politics, which leads to a history 
of tradition. 

 It is also our shared colonial history. 

 Working with these geographically remote but culturally 
connected communities through ceramic workshops,  
photography and documentary film, the artist uncovered  
the entanglements of home and migration, legacies of  

colonial exploitation and Anthropocene  
tales of drought, failed harvests and rising 
ecological anxiety…15

 In the interview with Novoa and Medina, Medina considers 
identity to be a destructive force as opposed to one that  
can unify people. Medina explains that identity is connected  
to the Freudian Ego and thus is used to divide and define  
rather than unify and connect. Throughout the interview  
a discussion of chaos was prevalent. 

More often than not, this Editorial will end up raising more 
questions than answers – as, indeed, does this sparse intro
duction; nevertheless, it will form part of the compass that will 
help guide cultural explorers through their journeys to situate 
the experience of others and find a semblance of themselves. 
Whether our existence is defined by the relics of colonialism,  

Jasleen Kaur  
and Linzhi Zhang

Kaur:

← Jasleen Kaur, Chai Stall, Travelling 
chai tea stall, mixed media, dimensions 
variable, 2010. Royal College of Art  
graduation show, London, 2010.

Shaheen Merali  
and Pitika Ntuli

Ntuli:

Merali:

Maja and Reuben Fowkes 
Oto Hudec: Slow Activism  
of the World Turtle

← In: Oto Hudec Slow Activism of the  
Word Turtle’, Maja and Reuben Fowkes, 
Migration Editorial 2020. Image credit: 
Tartaruga I., Tartaruga II., courtesy of 
Oto Hudec and Gandy Gallery. Archipelago, 
Kunsthalle Bratislava, 2017.

Glexis Novoa and 
Cuauhtémoc Medina

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/maja-and-reuben-fowkes
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/oto-hudec-slow-activism-of-the-world-turtle
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/oto-hudec-slow-activism-of-the-world-turtle


In ‘Aphasia and Affective 
Landscapes’, Laurie Benson, 
Migration Editorial, Arts 
Cabinet 2019. Image credit: 
the author’s own, 2019.
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or a result of an aggressive capitalist globalism that has engulfed 
our planet, each person’s identity and journey has inevitably 
become multifaceted and transnational. These layers are often 
accompanied by violent changes and ruptures. However, as 
history has witnessed, it is only through destruction that one can 
rebuild. Thus, we question, we contemplate – and we rebuild. 
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‘What time is this place?’
Kevin Lynch

‘In the animal kingdom, the rule is, eat or be eaten; 
in the human kingdom, define or be defined.’
Thomas Szasz

Creating a Lexicon of Artistic Research with any aspirations  
to being definitive would involve so many decisions about  
its scope, focus, selection criteria and point of view that  
it would probably collapse under its own weight, especially  
in the light of an awareness of the ideological and cultural 
freight of language in general and of taxonomies in particular. 
Additional difficulties arise out of the commitment of artistic 
research to openness to new ways of knowing, and to paying 
attention to the unknown. Does defining concepts that  
are used in artistic research constrain or even predetermine  
what will be found?  At what point do specialist terms become 
barriers to, rather than enablers of, insight? How can open 
ness to new insights be retained while using particular  
vocabularies as instruments of exploration, going beyond 
simply labelling phenomena? 

Despite these difficulties, artistic research needs to pay 
attention to which words are used and how. As Pierre Bourdieu 
(1984) pointed out, the repertoire of meaningmaking each 
individual imbibes as part of their culture is not wholly a given, 
but something each of us modifies through interaction, and 
learns to perform, to different audiences within our society, 
and with varying levels of skill. While a single Lexicon may be 
impossible, a kaleidoscopic approach opens up possibilities, 
beyond aspirations to being definitive, exploring situated, 
individual creative usage of language and concepts against 
a background of shared meanings. Thus, the contributors  
to this iteration of the Lexicon take different, complementary 
approaches. Anya Smirnova has provided a 360degree 
appreciation of each one of a set of word meanings, not only 
identifying its core, but the points at which it links to other 
atoms of language, past and present. Azadeh Fatehrad has 
curated a series of snapshots, responding to words as they are 
used in the Editorial, capturing their meaning in wave form, 
as it were.

 The idea of the multivocal Lexicon reflects the interest  
of Arts Cabinet in the points of intersection of art and knowl
edge, power and ideology, language and translation, and 
interpretation and communication – and in the possibilities 

Language in Motion  
and at Rest 

Mark  
O’Neill 

↓



In ‘LIKELY MINE sketchbook’, Gelare 
Khoshgozaran, Migration Editorial, 

Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 
items collected by the U.S. Navy 

from Japanese-owned Kokuka Courageous 
tanker are displayed at a UAE Naval 
facility near the port of Fujairah, 

United Arab Emirates on 19 June 2019. 
Photo by Christopher Pike/Reuters.
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Lexicon – ‘the vocabulary proper to some department of 
knowledge or sphere of activity’.1 Contrary to the above  
definition, the below collection of terms, themes and points  
of entry to the topic of migration is far from exhaustive  
or comprehensive. As an outcome of an encounter with the 
contributions that form Arts Cabinet’s Editorial on Migration, 
it is less a lexicon and rather more like Roland Barthes’  
idiolect – ‘a plurality and coexistence of lexicons’ that one 
brings to the analysis of images and texts.2 As a result,  
the entries that follow are informed by the specific definition 
of migration developed at the point of intersection between 
art and research – as ‘an embodiment of curiosity, uncertainty 
[and] experimentation’ and an approach that seeks to widen 
perspectives and interpretative parameters.3

1 OED online definition  
of ‘lexicon’. Accessed 
16 February 2021,  
https://www.oed.com/view/
Entry/107781?redirected-
From=lexicon.

2 Roland Barthes, 
‘Rhetoric of the Image’, 
in Image Music Text. Essays 
selected and translated 
by Stephen Heath (London: 
Fontana, 1977), p. 47.

3 Arts Cabinet, 
Editorial, Issue 0, 
Migration. Accessed 
16 February 2021,  
https://www.artscabinet.
org/editorial. 

Editorial on Migration:  
A Lexicon 

Anya  
Smirnova 

↓

of human encounters to generate creativity across disciplinary 
boundaries. It seems especially apposite in relation to migra
tion, given its manifold uncertainties and difficulties, not least 
those of finding a language for the complex palimpsest of  
experiences of exile and refuge, of nostalgia and escape, uproot
ing and replanting, of being in more than one place at a time,  
of being simultaneously in motion and at rest.

Pierre Bourdieu, 
Distinction: a Social 
Critique of the Judgement 
of Taste (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 
1984).

Kevin Lynch, What Time is 
This Place (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 1972).

Thomas Szasz, The Second 
Sin (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1973), p. 20.

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/107781?redirectedFrom=lexicon
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/107781?redirectedFrom=lexicon
https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/107781?redirectedFrom=lexicon
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial
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27Modernity/Coloniality/
Decoloniality  Modernity/coloniality/decoloniality is a triad of concepts 

that emerged in the work of predominantly South American 
scholars who explore the persistence of colonial power in  
the world following the end of the period of decolonisation  
in the mid20th century. The triad was inspired by the Peruvian 
sociologist Aníbal Quijano’s thinking on what he termed 
‘coloniality of power’– the persistence of colonial asymmetries 
in the global distribution of power long after the decolonisa
tion of many European colonies was completed.4 Building on 
Quijano’s work, an international group of academics, artists 
and activists have argued that coloniality is inseparable from 
modernity, representing its darker side.5 The decolonial option 
was theorised as a way of ‘delinking’ in theory and in praxis 
from the global ‘colonial matrix of power’ by moving away from  
Western, modernist and colonialist epistemologies and by 
recovering ways of being, sensing and knowing that have been 
eliminated by the modernist/colonialist social forms.6

Exile Exile – displacement from one’s homeland suffered due to 
political persecution or banishment. Through the work  
of 20thcentury thinkers such as Walter Benjamin, György 
Lukács, Hannah Arendt and Edward Said among many  
others, exile became firmly associated with forms of  
intellectual dissidence.7 Through the work of these scholars  
the condition of exile, but also of alienation and of a psycho
logical unheimlichkeit (from Freud’s unheimlich – unhomely, 
uncanny), came to colour our perceptions of modernity  
as a whole, or, in Edward Said’s words, ‘of the modern period 
itself as spiritually orphaned and alienated’.8 Exile is thus  
portrayed as not only a political and psychological condition,  
but also a critical concept, one that allows the elaboration  
of collective identities and poetics that respond to and make 
visible the effects of psychological and cultural dislocation.

4 Catherine E. Walsh  
and Walter D. Mignolo,  
On Decoloniality: Concepts, 
Analytics, Praxis 
(Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 2018), 
pp. 3-4; Aníbal Quijano, 
‘Coloniality of Power 
and Eurocentrism in Latin 
America’, International 
Sociology, vol. 15, no. 2 
(June 2000), pp. 215-32.

5 The collective project 
modernity/coloniality/
decoloniality formed around 
1998 and is most often 
associated with scholars 
from South America,  
later on extending to  
some scholars in the  
Euro-American academy too.  
It has included such 
figures as Walter D. 
Mignolo, Enrique Dussel, 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, 
Catherine E. Walsh and 
Madina Tlostanova among 
others. Mignolo and Walsh, 
On Decoloniality, pp. IX-X.

6 Mignolo and Walsh, 
On Decoloniality, p. 7.

7 T.J. Demos, The Migrant 
Image: The Art and Politics 
of Documentary during 
Global Crisis (Durham and 
London: Duke University 
Press, 2013), pp. 1-2.

8 Demos, The Migrant 
Image, p. 2; Edward Said, 
‘Reflections on Exile’, 
Granta, 1 September 1984. 
Accessed 16 February 2021,  
https://granta.com/
reflections-on-exile/.
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Bordering Despite the utopian rhetoric of globalisation that imagined  

free movement across borders, fluid flows of information 
through global networks and cultural nomadism, borders  
of all kinds have proliferated and multiplied – barbedwire 
borders, cultural and economic divisions, algorithmic  
redlining practices, biometric databases and offshore deten
tion centres. According to Thomas Nail, a border is first  
and foremost a practice of social division.9 Practice is a key 
word here. Scholars of migration have criticised the presentism 
of borders, arguing that adopting a historical approach can 
reveal that borders are not selfevident or given, but rather 
constructed through practices of bordering. A historical view  
of borderlands reveals that the militarised, surveilled borders  
of today, such as La Frontera (the USMexico border) were  
once more porous and fluid spaces of exchange and mobility 
between populations.10 Rephrased as a verb, bordering empha
sises that borders require continuous physical and symbolic 
maintenance – opening up space for thinking about ways in 
which bordering practices can be undermined and dismantled.11 

Diaspora and 
the Diasporic Diaspora – from the Greek dia ‘apart’ and speirein ‘scatter’– 

a dispersal of people away from their native country. Much  
like other forms of ‘inbetweenness’ conditioned by migration  
and displacement, the diasporic came to signify a particular 
critical attitude to identification and to nationalism. For the 
Jamaicanborn British sociologist Stuart Hall, the diasporic 
became a ‘sort of substitute for “identity”’, offering to respond 
to, but also to go beyond, identity politics into a space where 
there are no ‘readymade answers’ but instead ‘new questions, 
which proliferate across and disturb older frames of thought, 
social engagements and political practices’.12 

Dispossession Dispossession refers to the act of depriving a person, or 
a people, of their land. Most often the term is used to refer to 
the experience of indigenous peoples displaced from their land 

9 Thomas Nail, Theory of 
the Border (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2016), 
p. 2.

10 Edward S. Casey, 
‘Border versus Boundary at 
La Frontera’, Environment 
and Planning D: Society 
and Space, vol. 29, no. 3 
(1 June 2011), pp. 384-98. 
Accessed 15 February 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1068/
d0410.

11 Karina Horsti, 
‘Introduction: Border 
Memories’, in Karina Horsti 
(ed.), The Politics of 
Public Memories of Forces 
Migration and Bordering 
in Europe (Cham: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2019), pp. 4-5.

12 Stuart Hall and 
Bill Schwartz, Familiar 
Stranger: a Life Between 
Two Islands (Durham and 
London: Duke University 
Press, 2017), p. 144.
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https://doi.org/10.1068/d0410
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by territorial conquests of settlercolonialism.13 To highlight 
the continuation of violent and fraudulent practices akin to 
primitive accumulation, David Harvey used the term ‘accumu
lation by dispossession’ to identify ongoing predatory practices 
in post1970s neoliberal capitalism.14 The practice has been 
responsible, among other things, for the escalating commodifi
cation of nature and depletion of environmental commons,  
for the privatisation of public assets and reversal on the promises  
of the welfare state.15 International conflict, commercial devel
opment of indigenous lands and neighbourhood gentrification 
plans all constitute forms of accumulation by dispossession  
on different scales, often resulting in physical and psychological 
displacement of communities. 

Refugee The current definition of a ‘refugee’ remains the one adopted 
by the United Nations at the 1951 Refugee Convention: 
‘someone who is unable or unwilling to return to their country 
of origin owing to a wellfounded fear of being persecuted  
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a par
ticular social group, or political opinion’.16 In recent years, and 
in particular due to the ongoing refugee crisis, this definition 
has been contested for its narrow scope. While displacement 
due to climate change and ecological disaster can in certain 
conditions qualify an asylum seeker for refugee status, the term 
‘climate refugee’ is not endorsed by the United Nations.17 Due 
to the expectation of ever greater impacts of climate change  
on mobility, there is an ongoing struggle to include such a defi
nition in international law, as well as to recognise the validity  
of preemptive fleeing as a valid basis for refugee status.

Algorithms 
of Oppression Algorithmic decisionmaking and AI technologies are being 

increasingly introduced by governments to facilitate ‘migration  
management’, a series of processes and procedures that help 
predict and control the movement of people in and out of 

13 David Chandler and 
Julian Reid, Becoming 
Indigenous: Governing 
Imaginaries in the 
Anthropocene (London 
and New York: Rowman & 
Littlefield, 2019), p. 25.

14 David Harvey,  
‘The “New” Imperialism: 
Accumulation by 
Dispossession’, Socialist 
Register, vol. 40 (2004). 
Accessed 15 February 2021, 
https://socialistregister.
com/index.php/srv/article/
view/5811.

15 Harvey, ‘The “New” 
Imperialism’, p. 75.

16 United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, 
‘Convention and Protocol 
Relating to the Status of 
Refugees’ (UNHCR, December 
2020), p. 3. Accessed 
15 February 2021,  
https://www.unhcr.org/3b-
66c2aa10.html.

17 United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, 
‘Climate Change and 
Disaster Displacement’, 
unhcr.org. Accessed 
15 February 2021,  
https://www.unhcr.org/cli-
mate-change-and-disasters.
html.

https://socialistregister.com/index.php/srv/article/view/5811
https://socialistregister.com/index.php/srv/article/view/5811
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a country.18 Among other applications, AI can be used to 
analyse documentation submitted with asylum applications and 
to aid in decisionmaking, to check biometric data, to identify 
a fitting community for a refugee to be settled in, or to select 
candidates for deportation.19 Such mass collection and storage 
of personal and biometric data of often vulnerable people has 
raised fears about the emergence of ‘surveillance humanitari
anism’.20 Yet while there may be claims that AIdriven decision 
making is fairer and less biased, the datasets with which AI tools 
‘learn’ can have serious consequences for the ways in which such 
decisions are made. Algorithms of oppression, a term coined 
by Safiya Umoja Noble in an eponymous monograph, refers to 
such systematic ‘transcoding’ of gender, race and classbased 
inequalities and discrimination into the technologies of daily 
use – from internet search platforms such as Google to predic
tive policing and the control of national borders.21

Anthropocene Anthropocene is an unofficial term referring to a period in  
the history of the Earth characterised by significant changes to 
the ecology of the planet due to human presence and activity. 
First introduced informally by Eugene Stoermer in the 1980s, 
the term was popularised in the 2000s and today constitutes  
an important area of research both in the natural sciences 
 as well as in the humanities.22 This period has been explained  
in terms of ‘the great acceleration’ – the speeding up and  
intensification of harmful effects of human industrial produc
tion since the second half of the 20th century.23 Others have 
associated it with the foreclosure of the progressivist project  
of modernity, and with the erasure of the divide between nature 
and culture, a constitutive feature of Western thought since  
the Enlightenment.24 Capitalocene and Plantationocene are 
terms that have been used in combination with Anthropocene, 
to point out that what is harmful is not simply human  
presence, but rather the particular forms of social and economic 
organisation it has taken. Both terms reflect on the origins  
of the Anthropocene in the ecological destruction wrought by 
industrial modernity, whose logic is intertwined with capital
ism, colonialism, slavery and extractivism. Global warming, 
the destruction of human and nonhuman habitats and loss of 
biodiversity are expected to contribute to international conflict 
and a large number of climate refugees in the next hundred 

18 Ana Beduschi, 
‘International Migration 
Management in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence’, 
Migration Studies, 
10 February 2020. Accessed 
15 February 2021,  https://
doi.org/10.1093/migration/
mnaa003.

19 Beduschi, 
‘International Migration 
Management in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence’, 
pp. 2-4.

20 Mark Latonero, 
‘Stop Surveillance 
Humanitarianism’, The New 
York Times, 12 July 2019, 
sec. Opinion, https://www.
nytimes.com/2019/07/11/
opinion/data-humanitari-
an-aid.html.

21 Safiya Umoja Noble, 
Algorithms of Oppression: 
How Search Engines 
Reinforce Racism (New York: 
New York University Press, 
2018), EPUB. ‘Transcoding’ 
is a term used by the  
media theorist Lev Manovich 
to discuss the process  
of mediation between 
culture and technology.  
Lev Manovich, The Language 
of New Media (Cambridge, 
Mass. and London: MIT 
Press, 2001), pp. 46-47.
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years.25 More than a definition of a geological time period, 
Anthropocene is a call to thought and to action. It is a call  
to thinking how human and nonhuman species can continue 
to live together on a damaged planet. As Donna Haraway aptly 
put it, ‘right now, the earth is full of refugees, human or not, 
without refuge’.26 

Cosmos ‘The Blue Marble’, a photograph of the Earth taken from space 
by the Apollo 17 mission in 1972, has been credited with inspir
ing a renewed fervour in the efforts to preserve the Earth and 
its resources in the face of ecological destruction. This view of 
the Earth instilled a newfound humility by visualising its limits. 
Such a view from above can also be understood, in Haraway’s 
terms, as ‘a gaze from nowhere’ – the specific mode of vision 
and imaging associated with scientific discourse’s claims to 
transparency and objectivity.27 Observing the cosmos – the 
universe seen as a wellordered whole – ‘from below’ produces 
an altogether different perspective. Unaided by space tech
nologies or satellite surveillance only available to state powers, 
such observation obviates the authoritative, ‘objective’ view 
from nowhere. Representing instead partial and limited views, 
which require collective collaging and putting together, it is 
exemplary of what Haraway has termed ‘situated knowledges’ 
– a feminist model of objectivity that emerges from interrela
tions of embodied, localised forms of knowledge production, 
a ‘view from somewhere’.28

Land While a longing for a particular landscape or place is common 
to many displaced and exiled people, a connection to the land 
has been particularly central to the struggle of indigenous 

22 Paul J. Crutzen and 
Eugene F. Stoermer, ‘The 
“Anthropocene”’, Global 
Change Newsletter, no. 41 
(2000), pp. 17-18. For more 
recent literature see Anna 
Lowenhaupt Tsing, Heather 
Anne Swanson, Elaine Gan 
and Nils Bubandt (eds.), 
Arts of Living on a Damaged 
Planet: Ghosts and Monsters 
of the Anthropocene 
(Minneapolis and London: 
University of Minnesota 
Press, 2017).

23 Will Steffen, Wendy 
Broadgate, Lisa Deutsch, 
Owen Gaffney and Cornelia 
Ludwig, ‘The Trajectory  
of the Anthropocene:  
The Great Acceleration’, 
Anthropocene Review, 
vol. 2, no. 1 (2015), 
pp. 81-98, cited in Anna 
Lowenhaupt Tsing et al, 
Arts of Living on a Damaged 
Planet, p. G5. 

24 Chandler and Reid, 
Becoming Indigenous, p. 6. 

25 David Wallace-Wells, 
The Uninhabitable Earth: 
Life After Warming (New 
York: Tim Duggan Books, 
2019), EPUB.

26 Donna Haraway, 
‘Anthropocene, 
Capitalocene, 
Plantationocene, 
Chthulucene: Making Kin’, 
Environmental Humanities, 
vol. 6, no. 1 (2015), 
p. 160.

↑ In ‘The Mirrored Sky’, 
Rohini Devasher, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2020. Image credit: 
Atmospheres (video still) 
single channel video, 
7 minutes, 2015, Rohini 
Devasher and Project 88, 
Mumbai.

27 Donna Haraway, 
‘Situated Knowledges: 
The Science Question in 
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Feminist Studies, vol. 14, 
no. 3 (Autumn, 1988), 
p. 582.

28 Haraway, ‘Situated 
Knowledges’, p. 590.
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populations worldwide. The severance of indigenous popula
tions from their land by settler colonialism in the United States, 
Canada, Australia, Russia and elsewhere has been experienced 
as immense collective loss. Indigenous communities continue 
to struggle against displacement from their ancestral land due 
to infrastructure projects, tourism or commercial development. 
Deep ties to ancestral land form the basis of many indigenous 
spiritual and knowledge systems. In the beliefs of many indige
nous cultures, it is people that belong to the land, as opposed  
to land being seen as the ‘property’ of the people – a relation
ship that has been framed as an alternative to the logic of private 
property and forms of ‘possessive subjectivity’.29 ‘Becoming 
indigenous’ has been hailed by some Western theorists as a way 
to reform our relationship to the land and to the environment 
as one of care and stewardship rather than exploitation.30 Such 
views have been criticised for putting an uncritically positive 
spin on the condition of being dispossessed, and ultimately its 
origins in Western colonial expansion, as well as the appropria
tion of indigenous knowledge in the EuroAmerican academy 
with little credit to indigenous thinkers and scholars.31 

Inter-species 
Encounters While animals have populated human stories, myths and  

imaginations for centuries, the Anthropocene and the  
looming danger of the sixth mass extinction event has forced 
theory to become more attuned to ever greater precarity  
of nonhuman presence on the planet, and the value of non 
human perspectives on life. Since the 1990s, scholars engaged 
in humananimal studies have examined the entanglement 
of human and nonhuman lives, highlighting the fluidity of 
conceptual borders that separate them.32 Studies of mobility 
and migration have had a fruitful overlap with humananimal 
studies.33 Such approaches have considered instrumentali
sation of animal metaphors in discourses on migration and 
nationalism, renewed border controls seeking to prevent  
free movement of animals due to biosecurity fears, and other 
modes of coexistence and entanglement associated with 
moving around the ‘more than human world’.

↑ In ‘I Was Here: 
Tovaangar’, Mercedes 
Dorame, Migration 
Editorial, Arts 
Cabinet 2020. Image 
credit: courtesy 
of Mercedes Dorame.

29 Chandler and Reid, 
Becoming Indigenous, p. 7.

30 Bruno Latour, Donna 
Haraway and Judith Butler, 
among others. See Chandler 
and Reid, Becoming 
Indigenous, pp. 35-37.

31 The indigenous (Red 
River Métis, Otipemisiwak) 
feminist scholar Zoe Todd 
has criticised Bruno 
Latour, among other theo-
rists associated with the 
‘ontological turn’ for such 
appropriation of indigenous 

knowledge without giving 
enough credit to indigenous 
thinkers. See Zoe Todd,  
‘An Indigenous Feminist’s 
Take On The Ontological 
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Colonialism’, Journal 
of Historical Sociology, 
vol. 29, no. 1 (March 
2016), pp. 7-9. See also 
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↑ In ‘Like a Bird: Avian 
Ecologies in Contemporary 
Art’, Maja and Reuben 
Fowkes, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Image credit: 
Szabolcs Kisspál, Greater 
Hungaries, 2013. Photo 
by Miklós Surányi.
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Translation The notion of movement is inherent in the etymology of the 
word translation – from the Greek trans (across) and latus 
(borne, carried). But, largely due to the legacy of 20thcentury  
literary and critical theory, translation is rarely thought of  
as an unproblematic ‘carrying over’ of meaning from one 
language to another. As such authors as Edward Said, Benedict 
Anderson and others have shown, language, far from simply 
conveying or relaying meaning, participates in the active con 
struction of discourses relating to culture, nationality,  
difference, selfknowledge, and discursive formations of the 
self and the Other.34 Translation has become a ‘border concept’ 
in the humanities, bringing into relief the complexities of 
meaning transfer in a world defined by the antagonism between 
homogenising forces of globalisation on the one hand, and the 
proliferation of linguistically and culturally diverse metropo
lises, diasporic communities and border cultures on the other.35

Memory The domain of memory studies has traditionally concerned 
itself with cultural or collective memory, the role of memory  
in constructions of national formations or ‘imagined com
munities’.36 In recent decades, pressures of globalisation and 
cultural diversification of societies have put an emphasis on  
the study of memory in migrant, diasporic and transcultural  
communities. Such memories have been analysed as con
stitutive of subjectivities that can challenge the myth of 
homogenous and uniform national and cultural groups. How 
such memories are incorporated within the broader, mostly 
statesponsored and statesanctioned technologies of collective 
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memory such as memorial days, national museums, archives 
and mass media poses crucial questions that can have an impact 
on policy and public attitudes, directly affecting the lives and 
livelihoods of migrant communities. 

The Museum The importance of the museum as a key technology of collective  
memory and knowledge production – and its historical role  
in the discursive processes of nationbuilding, fostering specific 
forms of citizenship and, in some cases, legitimating colonial 
violence – has long been recognised.37 While designated  
migration museums have opened in countries whose national 
identity and history are closely associated with migration, such  
as Canada, Australia and the United States, movement to do  
the same in some European countries has been met with  
controversy.38 Public museums face the need to respond to  
the contemporary diversity and heterogeneity of the societies 
 they seek to represent and serve, and often to adequately 
represent and historicise their collections’ imperial and colonial 
legacies, as well as act on requests for the return of artefacts  
that have been looted during the colonial period. Building on 
the tradition of 1970s institutional critique, artists have  
sought to stage interventions in museum collections to bring 
postcolonial and decolonial perspectives to the questions of 
migration’s visibility, colonial legacies and ongoing antiracist 
struggles. Such interventions have the potential, in Anne Ring 
Petersen’s words, to turn museums into sites ‘capable of includ
ing formerly repressed histories and migrating memories’.39

The Archive Archive – a collection of historical documents relating to 
a particular place, event or group of people. As Jacques Derrida 
has shown, the etymology of the word, from the Greek arkhe, 
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2019. Courtesy of Mónica 
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In ‘The Imagined Vertical Space of the 
Sky’, Mercedes Dorame, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: Star Stone 
Installation: The Longest Nightt, de Saisset 
Museum, 2019. Courtesy of the artist.

In ‘LIKELY MINE sketchbook’, Gelare Khoshgozaran, 
Migration Editorial, Arts Cabinet 2020. Image credit: 

Iranian soldiers carry part of a target drone used 
in air-defence exercises. Iran is also turning some 

target drones into low-tech weapons for its proxies. 
Photo by NPR – Iranian Army via AP.
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imparts two meanings – ‘beginning’ and ‘commandment’.40 
For Derrida, much like for Michel Foucault before him, the 
archive was intimately connected to questions of power.41  
The latter discussed the archive not as a physical repository of 
history, but rather as the system that conditions the possi
bility of enunciation, as the very place from which we speak.42 
a critical engagement with archives, common in contemporary 
art practices since Conceptualism, has led to interventions 
within regimes of knowledge and power, challenging canon
ical narratives reserved for the spaces of museums. Aleida 
Assmann, the German anthropologist and scholar of cultural 
memory, has highlighted the dialectical relationship that exists 
between the canon – a working memory of society based on 
selection and exclusion – and the archive – a counterbalance to 
this system and a repository from which memories and artefacts 
that lost their frame of reference can be recovered.43 Artists’ 
intervention in and activation of archives, as well as the creation 
of their own repositories of knowledge, memory and artefacts, 
have the potential to contribute to the formation of alternatives 
and additions to the often exclusionary canons of state 
sanctioned memory.

↑ In ‘2 or 3 Things 
I Know About Her: An 
Introduction’, Hande Sever, 
Migration Editorial, Arts 
Cabinet 2019. Image credit: 
2 or 3 Things I Know About 
Her, 2017. Courtesy of the 
artist.

40 Jacques Derrida and 
Eric Prenowitz, ‘Archive 
Fever: a Freudian 
Impression’, Diacritics, 
vol. 25, no. 2 (Summer, 
1995), pp. 9-11.

41 Derrida and Prenowitz,  
‘Archive Fever’, pp. 9-11; 
Michel Foucault, 
Archaeology of Knowledge 
(London and New York: 
Routledge, 2002), 
pp. 142-48.

42 Foucault, Archaeology 
of Knowledge, pp. 146-47.

43 Aleida Assmann, ‘Canon 
and Archive’, in Jeffrey 
K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-
Seroussi and Daniel Levy 
(eds.), The Collective 
Memory Reader (Oxford 
University Press, 2011), 
pp. 334-38.
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Sculpture of Uncertainties is a commissioned piece referring  
to a mix of concepts, definitions and terms that emerged from 
the Editorial on Migration. It is a curatorial reflection on 
60 submissions including essays, palimpsests, glossaries and 
inquiries from 16 contributors on the topic of migration.  
The Sculpture of Uncertainties has gathered the main keywords 
from these submissions and, through a series of curatorial 
decisions, selected 19 keywords out of a possible 46 that could 
be used to strongly reflect on the overarching nature of  
migration (i.e. knowing/unknowing, defining/nondefining). 
The permanency of doing/undoing is evident here. By engaging 
in this, a metaphorical sculpture is created that articulates the 
landscape of artistic research in this context but simultaneously 
keeps it open and in progress.

A

B
Buried  It might also have happened to you when opening boxes of 

family photographs. It is as if you are digging into a mine, 
a tunnel of time, or perhaps a personal history. Memories that 
have been buried for years start to bubble up in your mind. 
Some bring tears to your eyes and some bring a chuckle  
to your lips. Buried in the distance of time and yet still alive 
when you encounter them again, they can be a momentary 
reunion with the family and friends left back home or any other 
form of departed experience. But how can we relate to these 
today? Being older and more mature, and yet still very much 
full of longings and emotions, I wonder how we can relate to 
those buried moments. It feels as though a very young part of 
our present being is rejuvenated by these photos, as if a parental 
figure is accompanying this happy child while she/he looks at 
these distant memories. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘An Archive of Emotions: 
2 or 3 Things I Know About 
Her, An Introduction’,  
an essay by Hande Sever

↑ In ‘An Archive of 
Emotions: 2 or 3 Things 
I Know About Her, An 
Introduction’, Hande Sever, 
Migration Editorial,  
Arts Cabinet 2019. Image 
credit: a photograph taken 
by my father of the trees 
in Gülhane Park; Istanbul, 
Turkey, 2017. Courtesy  
of the artist.

Sculpture  
of  Uncertainties 

Azadeh  
Fatehrad 

↓

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository?topic=Migration
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/hande-sever


37 Banishment The decision to leave your hometown is the moment of depar
ture, the author believes. Whether it takes one day or a couple 
of years to fly off or exit officially, it is the moment in which 
you make the decision that matters. Whether it is a voluntary 
or forced departure, the moment that you realise you are to go 
away marks the beginning of your exile. Over time, you become 
less there (in your hometown) and more elsewhere. This sense 
of not belonging starts to hinder your life while a form of 
belonging is still taking shape. The author believes that a void 
appears in diasporic life, that there is a feeling of an inner void 
that, in exile, becomes more and more visible, day after day.

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘An Archive of Emotions: 
2 or 3 Things I Know About 
Her, An Introduction’,  
an essay by Hande Sever

C
Criteria  The criteria to articulate practicebased research have been 

debated for a long time, i.e. to what extent practice is informed 
by theoretical research and the other way around. For some, 
who the author agrees with, research and practice are inter
woven, complementing and helping to shape each other. 
Professor Julian Klein notes that the ‘common distinction 
between a practice and a reflection could be accessible through 
an artistic mode which enables a juxtaposition of multiple  
realities while providing an appropriate perception’, and the 
author believes that the two operate comparatively and  
simultaneously. Here, criteria set the relationship between 
these components: outputs, objectives and methodologies. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Der Ballon’, an inter-
view with Professor Julian 
Klein, director of the 
Institute for Artistic 
Research, Berlin

D
Destruction Annie Webster, in her review of IraqiAmerican artist Michael 

Rakowitz (Whitechapel Gallery, London, 2019) notes that 
‘creativity emerges from conditions of destruction’. The author 
agrees that destruction, even though harmful in its initial  
or basic form, opens up a new way of becoming by breaking the 
ordinary rhythm. Webster adds that ‘preserving personal  
and public memories of history and heritage is highly impor
tant and […] the destruction of cultural heritage is an all too 
common story’. She also highlights how ‘the perseverance  
of individuals seeking to protect or restore artefacts when they 
are threatened with destruction’ is something that should be 

↑ In ‘Der Ballon’, Svetlana 
Sequeira Costa interviews 
Julian Klein, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Image credit: Der 
Ballon, !KF – Institute for 
Artistic Research Berlin. 
Photo by Kirsten Kofahl.
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https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/annie-webster
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valued and seen as an important contribution to contemporary 
life and society.

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Exhibiting What Does 
and Does Not Remain’, 
a review by Annie Webster

Disjuncture The diasporic experience of the individual and the community 
have been explored through various artistic expressions, i.e. 
community projects, individual productions and collaborative  
portfolios. Laurie Benson notes that ‘postcolonial and diaspora 
as well as aesthetic concepts could be redefined and revisited  
through artistic and creative processes by the moods of 
reremembering, rehistoricising and rethinking involved 
in breaking through some limited and dated rigid structures’. 
Benson uses the word disjuncture – at once knowing and  
not knowing – as a notion of exploration in this process to allow 
other forms of understanding, observation analysis and/or 
reflection to appear. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Aphasia and Affective 
Landscapes’, an essay by 
Laurie Benson

Distance  There is a tangible way to measure distance – a metre, 10 miles, 
20 kilometres, a geographical gap between point A and point 
B. When we depart our home country, we move away from our 
motherland and, in this way, a physical distance is created  
that gradually leads to a feeling of remoteness and detachment 
from where we originally came from. Therefore, in exile, there 
is not only a geographical distance but also a distance in our 
feelings and memories. The author likes how Indian artist 
Rohini Devasher describes our relation to the Moon as being 
‘near enough for its pale fire to light the night, for its pull  
to raise the waters, to take the blame for madness’. A distanced 
homeland is similar to the Moon as it is described here – ‘it 
flames motivation inside the migrated gut, it pulls your heart 
away and it stands for undefined feelings of discomfort and 
anxiety’, the author believes.

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Conjunctions’, an essay 
by Rohini Devasher

↑ In ‘Exhibiting What  
Does and Does Not Remain 
With Time’, Annie Webster, 
Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2019. Image 
credit: Michael Rakowitz, 
The invisible enemy should 
not exist, 2007–ongoing, 
installation view.  
Photo by John Nguyen/
PA Wire. Courtesy of 
Whitechapel Gallery, 
London.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/annie-webster
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/laurie-benson
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/laurie-benson
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/rohini-devasher
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/rohini-devasher
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Estrangement The notion of estrangement can be identified in simple 

moments that are ordinary and yet constantly occur. One 
might recognise these momentary estrangements in one  
or all of these scenarios: looking at an underground map in 
a new city, entering a party in a new community, visiting  
a new website, looking at a lengthy menu in a sophisticated 
restaurant, among others. The feeling that arises in these 
moments might fade; it might be temporary but it might also 
remain longer in the heart if the experience persists in terms  
of frequency and context. The sense of physical and/or emo
tional distancing identifies the periphery of estrangement.  

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘An Archive of Emotions: 
2 or 3 Things I Know About 
Her, An Introduction’,  
an essay by Hande Sever

F

G
Geographically-remote 
but 
culturally-connected 
communities ‘Geographicallyremote but culturallyconnected communities’  

are noted by Maja and Reuben Fowkes in reviewing the work  
of Oto Hudec (Bratislava House of Arts, Piešťany, 2017), where 
the artistic practice of Hudec is produced through collabo
ration between two communities in two distanced lands that 
share a similar cultural heritage. Here, artistic practice more 
than ever captures the roots, similarities and lost rituals that 
can become visible again through ceramic sculptures, time
based media and other creative means. In this way, artistic 
practice has perhaps created a new history by reinventing the 
entanglements of home and belonging that have surfaced  
in two remote places. 

The above entry is 
inspired by ‘Oto Hudec: 
Slow Activism of the World 
Turtle’, a review and essay 
by Maja and Reuben Fowkes

H
Home The notion (and meaning) of home in the diasporic context  

seem to be a combination of proximities. Lola Boatwright  
reflects on the life of migrants in Dubai, which includes a mixed 
population of Filipinos, Pakistanis, Indians and others who 
came for safety, income and/or lifestyle. Boatwright notes that 
even though Dubai ‘breathes in migrants, filters their skills 
and labor in exchange for cash’, it feels as if it is the life out on 
the streets, the social gatherings and the smell of foods among 
others that remind the migrants of home. These proximities 

↑ In ‘Oto Hudec: Slow 
Activism of the Word 
Turtle’, Maja and Reuben 
Fowkes, Migration Editorial 
2020. Image credit: 
Tartaruga I., Tartaruga 
II., courtesy of Oto 
Hudec and Gandy Gallery, 
Archipelago, Kunsthalle 
Bratislava, 2017.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/hande-sever
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/maja-and-reuben-fowkes
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/maja-and-reuben-fowkes
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/lola-boatwright
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have seemed to enable migrants in Dubai – similar to other 
migrants’ cities (London, Berlin, Amsterdam, etc) – to 
consider their adopted land as their home. However, it appears 
that ‘home’ in the migrant context is an adjective for relating 
to the place where one lives rather than ‘home’ as a noun where 
one lives permanently. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Dubai as a Cephalopod: 
Photographing the Branchial 
Heart of a Migrants’ City’, 
a photo-essay by Lola 
Boatwright

I
Identity Both selfidentity and collective identity, in the author’s view, 

are reconstructed, sometimes recreated and sometimes incredi
bly damaged through the act of migration. Whether good  
or bad, the new identity is in progress and in process of mod
ification; even though it is a painful time and a disorientating 
experience, it is better to suffer through it and try to get to  
the other side rather than to remain in the rigid routine of the 
past. Opening oneself up to new people, accepting new chal
lenges and endeavours and trying to push oneself out of one’s 
comfort zone may not be for all, but this is arguably the story 
and the journey of the majority of migrant individuals. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Migrant Bodies’,  
a photo-essay by Max Hirzel

(Il)legality In her essay, Leonie Ansems de Vries notes the ‘transversal  
and transformative’ notions of what constitutes legality  
or illegality. There is a transgression of legality/illegality in,  
for instance, the case of refugees in Malaysia, with Ansems  
de Vries describing ‘the violence of migration governance as 
if emerging subjectivities move inbetween (il)legality, (in)
visibility, precarity, violence and resistance’. The processes of 
order and regulation related to refugees and the criteria based 
on which these are decided and/or implemented globally are 
multifaceted and complex while, simultaneously, migrants are 
in a constant state of ‘becoming’; therefore, one way or another, 
there is an increase in the uncertainty of movement and  
a disruption of mobility.

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘movement – becoming – 
violence: one’, an essay by 
Leonie Ansems de Vries

J

↑ In ‘Migrant Bodies’, 
Max Hirzel, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Image credit: on  
the docks of Augusta port, 
Sicily, a group of migrant 
people just landed are 
brought to the nearby  
camp for the first iden-
tification. Courtesy of 
Max Hirzel.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/lola-boatwright
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/lola-boatwright
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/migrant-bodies
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/movement-becoming-violence-one
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/leonie-ansems-de-vries
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L

M
Mobility  This concept in our societal context depends on the passport 

that you hold. It refers to the process of thinking about 
a movement, making the movement and arriving at the desired 
land. This is not a smooth process for anyone, but particu 
larly so for certain nationalities – holders of passports from 
thirdworld countries, who are especially powerless. There  
is an acutely pressurised moment between stage one and stage 
two, when you have decided on your move and submitted  
to the officials all the necessary documents, including an almost 
complete personal history, and you are waiting for a response 
that you know may well be negative. When encountering the 
idea of mobility, remember the hierarchy, and remember that  
it is not as easy for some as it may have been for you. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘movement – becoming – 
violence: one’, an essay by 
Leonie Ansems de Vries

(Mis)information The juxtaposition of black and white, the lack of transparency 
in every dimension of our encounters, socially, politically, 
personally and professionally… is this the most contemporary 
notion of violence of our time, that which we inflict upon one 
another? As Alia Ali notes, ‘the limited and speculative layers 
of (mis)information are painful to believe and complicated 
to differentiate between truth and lies’. In her work, Ali also 
emphasises the ‘paradoxical notions surrounding conflict and 
peace, active participation and passive absenteeism, hope
fulness and despair, complicity and ignorance, government 
involvement and individual participation’, which negatively 
affect us within the smallest, most ordinary interactions. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘١. Erasure // امحاء’, 
an essay by Alia Ali

Majorities From the moment of your departure you leave the majority 
behind, and that concept will never play the same role in  
your life again, says the lady with the bright Persian patterned 
dress and the dangly earrings. Once you reach your new 
neighbourhood, you will join the opposite side of the spectrum 
– the minority. This is not a judgement, but a state of mind 

↑ In ‘Movement, Becoming, 
Violence: One’, Leonie 
Ansems de Vries, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Notes from the 
writer. Courtesy of Leonie 
Ansems de Vries.

↑ In ‘١. Erasure // امحاء’, 
Alia Ali, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 
2019. Image credit: 
courtesy of Alia Ali.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/leonie-ansems-de-vries
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/alia-ali
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/alia-ali
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or a perspective through which you will see the world around 
you – lacking similarity and familiarity, lacking a common 
outlook. The majority is always more than you, meaning that 
you are always less, and that is how you start your day – with 
that inequality. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Why Was It So?’, 
an essay by Bruno Lopes

N

O
Observation There are many ways in which one can connect to a new place, 

during a short visit or a lengthier stay. One can decide to visit 
museums, go on hikes, splurge in shopping areas, relax in cafés, 
walk around the city or talk to local people in pubs, among 
other things. But what do you do to capture these moments? 
Apart from looking at your surroundings and creating 
memories, you may decide to take photos, record voices and 
noises and/or try to capture the movements, gestures and  
activities that are happening around you. Whatever methods 
you use to familiarise yourself with a new place, you take  
part in an intense process of observation: visually, emotionally 
and, in some cases, textually. 

The above entry is 
inspired by ‘Notes from 
the Observatory: Saturn 
79 minutes ago || Rohini 
Devasher & Sabih Ahmed’, 
a collective observation

Outside of 
social belonging There are always certain expectations or accepted modes of 

behaviour, whether you are new to a traditional community 
in Cambridge or you are joining a fun class at your gym. If you 
accept this normativity, you will feel a greater sense of belonging  
in the particular social context, but, if you do not, you will  
likely be excluded without even necessarily recognising what  
has happened – you just cannot fit in and this is not your fault. 
Dan Bustillo, in conversation with Gelare Khoshgozaran,  
notes that being ‘outside of social belonging could be on the 
outside of sexual and gender normativities’ in some cases.  
He refers to the Other as being ‘cast out of national belong
ing through civic death, including caging practices in their 
many forms, from incarceration, to immigration detention, to 
indefinite detention’, all of which produce that ‘outside of social 
belonging’ – whether today in Cambridge or the gym or from 
days before. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘Conversation with Dan 
Bustillo’, an interview by 
Gelare Khoshgozaran

↑ In ‘Conversation with 
Dan Bustillo’, Gelare 
Khoshgozaran, Arts Cabinet 
2020. Image credit: LIKELY 
MINE, installation view 
at Visitor Welcome Center 
Los Angeles, 25 January 
to 28 February. Photo by 
Josh Schaedel. Courtesy of 
Gelare Khoshgozaran.

https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/bruno-lopes
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/notes-from-the-observatory-saturn-79-minutes-ago-/-in-collaboration-with-sabih-ahmed
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/notes-from-the-observatory-saturn-79-minutes-ago-/-in-collaboration-with-sabih-ahmed
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/gelare-khoshgozaran
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/gelare-khoshgozaran
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Poetics of exile  When there is not a way forward without pain, without the 

memory of a lost land, lost friend, lost neighbourhood or lost 
familiar smell or taste, you may consider poeticising your 
daily encounters, creating recollections of the pain, hurt and 
distanced rituals: an ‘imaginative landscape’, as Hande Sever 
calls it, reflecting on her work produced between Turkey and 
the United States. Reimagining the past in a contemporary 
context, even though fragmented in our daily encounters and 
routines, creates a sense of belonging and togetherness. It is 
a poetics of togetherness and yet it is distanced and fractured. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘An Archive of Emotions: 
2 or 3 Things I Know About 
Her, An Introduction’,  
an essay by Hande Sever

Politics 
of exhaustion  Marta Welander and Leonie Ansems de Vries describe the 

‘politics of exhaustion’ as a means to control migration. The 
term ‘refers both to the ways in which exhaustion is employed 
as a tool of governance and control and to the ways in which 
it is experienced as a daily reality by refugees’. Welander and 
Ansems de Vries have compiled a list of keywords and phrases 
offered by interviewees at the Calais refugee and migrant 
encampment: being ‘so tired’ and ‘completely exhausted by  
repeated evictions, detentions, pushbacks, deportations, 
untreated health problems, belowstandard living conditions 
and the continuous threat and reality of violence, as well as  
by the continued uncertainty both of daily life and of their future 
prospects in Europe’. The coined term ‘politics of exhaustion’  
is intended to capture the ways in which tiredness/exhaustion is  
employed as both a deliberate political strategy to wear people 
down and as a lived experience, the endured impact of violence 
over time.

Marta Welander and Leonie 
Ansems de Vries, ‘Calais 
demolition: “mission accom-
plished”, the politics  
of exhaustion and continued 
struggles for mobility’ 
(Open Democracy Publishing, 
2016)
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https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/hande-sever
https://www.artscabinet.org/editorial/hande-sever
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In ‘If the world is to avoid 
a total “traffic jam”, in which 
direction should we be travel-
ling?’, Maja and Reuben Fowkes, 
Migration Editorial 2020.  
Image credit: Oto Hudec,  
Nomadia Travelling Museum, 2012. 
Courtesy of the artist and  
Gandy Gallery, Bratislava.
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Thinking space In her essay, Gelare Khoshgozaran beautifully describes  

the varieties of thinking spaces in the context of contemporary 
creative communities. She refers to her studio space as the 
primary location for thinking and making, where she experi
ences ‘the discomfort of not belonging and not whining about 
it’. It is where she ‘sends out aesthetic signals to others who  
may feel as uncomfortable with the way we are expected to mask 
our discomfort and encouraged to feel gratitude for the smallest 
and the grandest of our achievements’. Khoshgozaran adds 
that there are other thinking spaces available to her, perhaps 
outdoors – designated spaces with visible boundaries – which, 
at other times, are projected outwards and are in motion,  
when she is taking the bus or walking in the street. 

The above entry is inspired 
by ‘a place of “study,”  
as in the “application of 
the mind to the acquisition 
of knowledge”’, an essay  
by Gelare Khoshgozaran
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 I. 

In analysing how thinkers from disparate schools of thought 
have sought to articulate a conception of the ‘opaque’ self  
– that is, the notion that by virtue of the subject’s obscurity to 
itself, we might lack an ethical responsibility to ourselves  
and to others – philosopher Judith Butler determines instead 
the possibility that ‘the normative horizon within which the 
Other sees and listens and knows and recognises is also subject 
to a critical opening’.1 It is at the nexus of this critical opening 
where the established order of things – how knowledge is 
produced and interpreted, how ethics are determined and play 
out – is ruptured. As subjects, we are in constant exposure  
to the Other, and it is here that we come to know and understand 
ourselves; here that we are thus affirmed. Butler states this 
relational state as contingent, and at times incoherent, yet 
‘allows one to affirm others who may or may not “mirror” one’s 
own constitution’.2 Readings of migration have largely placed 
subjects within an overly simplified binary of welcome/ 
unwelcome, legal/illegal and host/guest – yet we do not exist  
as ‘mere dyads on our own’.3 Therefore, in giving an account  
of oneself – our needs and preferences, how we share space 
and determine it – any reference to an ‘I’ must exist in relation 
to a ‘you’. To reach this critical opening is to reach a state 
of living in relation, a state of understanding and caring for 
multiple worlds and livelihoods. The authors and practitioners 
presented on the pages here, and those who produced work 
for the broader Migration Editorial, are testament to this 
relational state. 

Migrating relations/ 
Making space for becoming

Maria  
McLintock 

↓

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository?topic=Migration
https://www.artscabinet.org/repository?topic=Migration
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 II.

How can we (co-)create interventions that visibi-
lise violence without reproducing or enhancing it? 
‘movement – becoming – violence: two’,  
Leonie Ansems de Vries

How are contemporary artists researchers in  
their own way? How are they active enablers  
of everyone’s potentiality to imagine alternative 
conceptions of the everyday? 
‘Melting Sugar’, Cécile BourneFarrell

In 2016, in response to EU nations belatedly declaring a global 
crisis of mass displacement – which, for them, came to be  
titled the ‘refugee crisis’, therefore placing the naming of the 
context on those victim to it – I cofounded a research project 
called System of Systems, along with researchers Danae Io  
and Rebecca GlynBlanco. Together, we work at the nexus of 
public programming and publishing, to address the use of 
technology and bureaucracy in migration processing systems  
in Europe. We are committed to a longterm engagement  
with this context, specifically on the systems that produce  
and manage migration, instead of the individual migrant 
experience. By collaborating with artists and architects along 
with policymakers and activists, we endeavour to examine  
this landscape from multiple perspectives, rendering this highly 
complex system accessible for nonspecialists, while also 
supporting the continued work of those in the field. A central 
tenet of our work focuses on the ways in which resource 

extraction, fossil capitalism and eco 
logical dilapidation have been central 
forces in shaping contemporary 
migration and migratory flows. At the 
point of colonial domination and  
the seizure of land and property, the 
Global South was made into ‘a construc 
tion site, where everything could be 
made into raw material’.4 This extractivist 
mindset, towards people and ecology,  
is increasingly apparent today through 
the exploitation of migrant labour  
in addition to the violent overuse of 
material resources. While recently  
there has been a major shift towards 
a broader societal acceptance that the 
planet is experiencing cataclysmic  
and irreversible effects on human and 
nonhuman life, there is currently  
no policy recognising the existence of 
climate refugees. The links between 

contemporary fossil capitalism, imperialism and the treatment 
of those who are displaced as a result demonstrate a shared 
rendering of nonrenewable resources and migrant bodies as 

↑ In ‘Melting Sugar’, a bibliog-
raphy by Cécile Bourne-Farrell, 
Migration Editorial (Knowledge 
Wall), Arts Cabinet 2020. 
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disposable and, therefore, lesser. We are thus all separated,  
and rebound together, by the abject violence of  border impe 
rialism: a project of Westernised bordering that is inseparable 
from racialised justifications for exclusion, in turn generating 
mass displacement and depleting nonrenewables deemed  
as supposedly essential commodities by capitalist forces.

In response to this precarious and violent context, wealthy 
states (particularly countries in Northern Europe, as well as  
the USA) and governments have produced a highly financed 
and impenetrable set of border management techniques, 

creating an undesirable context where 
those forcibly displaced are ‘deterred’ 
from lawfully seeking asylum and 
legitimate safety in wealthy countries.  
In the UK, this is referred to as the 
‘hostile environment’,5 whereas Europe 
is referred to as a ‘fortress’. In order to 
push against this, scholars, practitioners 
and activists have conducted vital work 
in first considering ways of elucidating 
the entangled web of resource, labour, 

capital and forced movement shaping bordered violence.  
As activist and writer Harsha Walia writes in her book Undoing 
Border Imperialism, border imperialism becomes an alternative 
analytic framework in and of itself encapsulating four ‘occur 
rings’: mass displacement of colonised communities resulting 
from asymmetrical global power relations, and simultaneous 
securitisation of the border from migrants; the criminalisation 
of migration with severe punishment of those deemed ‘alien’  
or ‘illegal’; the entrenchment of a racialised hierarchy of 
citizenship by arbitrating who legitimately constitutes the 
nationstate; and the statemediated exploitation of migrant 
labour, akin to slavery and servitude, by capitalist interests.6  
As such, migrants become ‘in the nationstate but never of  
the nationstate’.7 Migrants therefore become illegitimate but, 
saliently, invisibilised to the overlapping and obfuscating 
systems of migration. 

As an architectural historian and scholar, and through  
the work of System of Systems, I am 
fascinated by the ways in which practi 
tioners make space for the multiple 
subjectivities, lenses and historical 
conditions that frame and produce 
migration and migratory flows, in turn 
giving voice to those who experience 
displacement. In international relations 
scholar Leonie Ansems de Vries’ essay 
‘movement – becoming –violence’,  
she conjures the positive ontological 
horizons that can emerge when viewing 
migration outside of a negative dialectic, 
analysing subjectivities that move ‘in 
between’. Her work therefore avoids 
what Judith Butler similarly argues, that 
pitting a singular subject against another 
singular subject within contexts of 

movement - becoming - violence, 
Leonie Ansems de Vries

In ‘Melting Sugar’, Cécile-
Bourne Farrell, Migration 
Editorial, Arts Cabinet 2020.  
Interview: ‘Julian Germain: 
Extraordinary experiences, 
loaded with uncertainty’.  
Image credit: Abandoned Sugar 
Works, St Kitts, 2014. From 
Hidden Presence @Julian Germain.

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/movement-becoming-violence-four
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precarity risks their own nullification, claiming that ‘this happens 
not because we are discrete subjects calculating in relation  
to one another, but because, prior to any calculation, we are 
already constituted through ties that bind and unbind in 
specific and consequential ways’.8 De Vries gives agency to the 
transformative potential of struggle, particularly in the  
context of increasingly coercive forms of socalled ‘migration 
management’. Research and arts practice become a political 
intervention, approaching such struggle as transformative 
method, always becoming. Similarly, curator Cécile Bourne 
Farrell’s poignant collection of curated commissions enables 
the potential to imagine alternative conceptions of the 
everyday, centring hope, care and creative practice within 
histories of migration and movement. Migration here involves 
the tracing of sugar, or sucrose, to avoid the obliteration  
of its origins and associations with slavery, the transformation  
of land through extraction and the resulting forced dis 
placement of people. I was here reminded of the subject 
theory perspective of scholar bell hooks, where spaces can be 
‘interrupted, appropriated and transformed’ to create 
a ‘radical openness’. 9 

 III. 

The formation of the modern world was constructed upon 
‘imperial conquest, slavery, and much suffering and death’,10 
setting the foundations for a climate of resource extraction and 
the neoliberalisation of bureaucratic structures, capital and 
social provisions. The notion of distribution is contentious; 
rendering life as expendable and space as an object to be 
territorialised and dominated. Learning how to share the world 
– both with and between human and nonhuman actors –  
is the greatest challenge we face. In order to diminish extractive 
attitudes towards territory and resource, we must veer away 
from viewing a subject in opposition as a negative pole of the 
universal – the gap between must be addressed as the difference 
between two worlds. The space where multiple subjects,  

with divergent desires, hopes and fears, 
encounter one another can be built  
on respecting, embracing and sharing 
difference. At the nexus of this 
encounter, it is silence that will operate 
as the ‘speaking of the threshold’.11 
When subjects meet here, it is desire  
that drives them over towards one 
another, producing a third encounter 
that is simply the two united in one. 

Desiring and loving can ‘intervene in our selfcentred longing 
for change, with the ability to recognise silence only possible  
as we ‘expand our own concern about politics of domination  
and our capacity to care about the oppression and exploitation 
of others: a love ethic makes this expansion possible’.12 How  
can artsbased research, and the politics of solidarity, serve as 
a better tool to creatively offer spaces of encounter between 
subjects in friction?

movement - becoming - violence, 
Leonie Ansems de Vries

https://www.artscabinet.org/repository/movement-becoming-violence-four
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 IV. 

In his seminal essay collection, Translations from Drawing to 
Building and Other Essays, originally written in 1978 and pub
lished posthumously in 1997, the British architectural historian 
Robin Evans traces how ‘passages’ as architectural devices 
emerged and developed.13 The first most ‘thoroughgoing’ 
application of this novel typology was at Coleshill, Berkshire 
(c. 165067), designed by English gentlemanarchitect Sir 
Roger Pratt. Uniquely for the time, each room was connected  
to a central passage via doorways. Pratt stated that ‘the com 
mon way in the middle through the whole length of the house’ 
was to prevent ‘the offices [ie. utility rooms] from one molesting 
the other by continual passing through them’ and, in the 
rest of the house, to ensure that ‘ordinary servants may never 
publicly appear in passing to and fro for their occasions there’.14 
By the 19th century, these ‘thoroughfares’ became the dorsum 
of the home, not only due to their corporeality (because of 
their likeness to the human spine), but also because they joined 
differentiated spatial functions: ‘The relation of rooms to each 
other being the relationship of their doors, the sole purpose  
of the thoroughfares is to bring these doors into a proper 
system of communication.’15 For Evans, a glaring paradox lay  
in their topological formation – such ‘communication’ could 
only be formalised, with chance contact between servant 
employer reduced. Later, architectural historian Jane Rendell 
would posit the passage as a place of ‘transition’,16 where 
occupiers move from one state to another, thus instantiating 
a process of ‘becoming’ previously unarticulated. In light of  
this, what state is the servant transitioning to and from? What 
is their relationship to the master? Are they changed, too?  

 VI.

In offering up emergent ways to redefine our relations with 
Earth and all its inhabitants, feminist scholar Donna Haraway 
claims that ‘our task is to make trouble, to stir up potent 
response to devastating events, as well as to settle troubled 
waters and rebuild quiet places’.17  The fragmented strands that 
make up this conclusory essay to the glittering, thoughtful, 
interrogative and relational Migration Editorial, programmed 
by Arts Cabinet, serve as an allegory and reflection of the 
multiple, opaque and nebulous networks of human and non 
human subjects involved in shaping migration centred 
throughout. I hope that these fragments join to become more 
than the sum of their parts, and that this essay is, at the very 
least, read as a serious attempt at tracing the complexity 
and delicacy of the multidiscursive and multidisciplinary 
approaches to interrogating migration presented in the wider 
project; offering a lens to imagine the world in multiple forms. 
As ecological dilapidation yields cataclysmic effects, mass 
displacement of people harshens, and more EU states become 
governed by farright and nationalist leaders, this is a crucial 
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‘Art-making is about risk-taking.’  
(Alia Ali)

‘When life takes you to the stage when you have  
to make a decision, you have to leave it all and  
just go nowhere.’ (Anna Virabyan)

‘We are banished, erased, evicted from the land. 
The same land that could heal, that houses 
our brothers and sisters who occupy the air and 
hillsides, coyotes, hawks, rattlesnakes... We are 
trespassers and cut away from our own land.’ 
(Mercedes Dorame)

 I. Opening

This piece is situated at the intersection of art, research methods 
and migration. It could be said that it addresses the question 
of how bringing together art and academic research through 
creative methods can advance our understanding of migration. 
That would be a more traditional ‘academic’ framing of this 
piece. Yet, as I will discuss, I think that one of the values of inter 
secting arts and academia is that it can push us towards more 
challenging, creative and transformative framings of how we 
can think and do research, including conceptions of what migra
tion is or does. 

As an academic researcher, a privileged white migrant 
with an EU passport, and a person dedicated to creating collec
tive social change, my interest in research methods lies not  
so much in its ‘application’ to the world, or in advancing the  
social sciences as such; rather, I am interested in its politics and  
political potential. Method as potentiality; as radical imagina
tions for different worlds. How can we create more disruptive  
and inclusive conceptions of migration through artistic research 
practices? Conceptions that open up to both movement and 
settlement – whilst resisting violent territorialisation – as 
a means of fighting injustice and oppression. Methodologically, 
I am not a neutral observer or bystander; nor is anyone else. 

I will first reflect on prevailing frameworks of movement, 
and how these create a particular image of the world – and  
a set of possibilities within this world – thereby closing off  
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potentialities of becoming other whilst reproducing invisi
bilised structures of violence. Instead, I will suggest that 
migration is about the complex and political entanglements 
of movement and settlement, or rather moving and settling. 
Drawing on the contributions to the Arts Cabinet Editorial 
on Migration, I will then ask how artistic research practices 
that disrupt prevailing understandings can help us reimagine 
methodology as a tool to engage and transform our worlds;  
and, as itself potentiality and/of becoming. I suggest two inter
linked avenues for exploration: struggle and friendship. Or, 
indeed, I suggest we explore how struggle and friendship can be 
understood as method. 

 II. Movement

What is migration? Whose movements are we counting, valoris 
ing, rejecting, (in)visibilising, desiring? How (un)settling  
is movement? In the social sciences, migration typically refers  
to human movement of a particular kind: across internationally  
recognised territorial borders, thus reifying a particular 
understanding of the world. Migration scholars refer to this 
reification of nationstates, territories and citizenship as 
‘methodological nationalism’ (Wimmer and Schiller 2003). 
This conception has been critiqued in a large body of literature, 
yet it remains prevalent in broader debates on migration. 
The implication is, as Bridget Anderson (2019, p. 2) explains: 
‘Putting it crudely, in political debate, a “migrant” is a person 
whose movement, or whose presence, is considered a problem.’ 
a second, related, way in which prevailing conceptualisations 
are violently restrictive is ‘methodological whiteness’, which 
refers to the erasure of the role played by colonialism and race 
in the structuring of the world, making whiteness the default 
position (Bhambra 2017). It is both extraordinary and unsur
prising that centuries of violent movement, marked by the 
transatlantic slave trade, colonisation and Empire – i.e. violent 
migration and settlement on behalf of Europeans – is so often 
written out of the story. Yet, contemporary migrations can only 
be understood with this history, and the hierarchical and  
violent structures it produced, in mind. For instance, as Lucy 
Mablin (2017) has pointed out, most asylum seekers in the UK 
come from countries that were part of the British Empire. 

I am inspired by a growing body of literature that seeks  
to disrupt methodological nationalism+whiteness, and shift 
focus to both ontheground experiences and structural forms 
of violence and exclusion, as well as migrant struggles to move 
and stay. My work is dedicated to reimagining migration in 
a way that brings together the idea of movement as transform
ative potential – as opposed to a ‘problematic’ movement from 
A to B – with the multiple forms of violence that people on  
the move, and those making a claim to settlement and belong
ing as minoritised groups, often encounter. I conceptualise 
movement as becoming whilst highlighting the inextricable 
links between movement and violence both historically and 
contemporarily. In my book Re-Imagining a Politics of Life,  
I describe the idea of  becoming as follows: ‘It is the nature of 
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movement that it is always already different’ (Ansems de Vries 
2014; see also: Deleuze and Guattari 2004). What I failed to see 
at the time is that this abstract, affirmative idea of movement, 
as being full of life and radical transformative potential, cannot 
be delinked from – and is intricately entangled with – forms  
of violence that are at once intimate, visceral, immediate, struc
tural and slow. 

 III. Methods

Arts practice, including artistic research methods, offer ways 
of reimagining migration along these lines. Powerful work 
has been created at the intersections of academic and artistic 
practice that disrupt linear, statebased, colonial conceptions 
by opening up to the idea of migration as transformation;  
not as something completely different but through paying 
attention to historical, geographical, structural and other 
encounters, engagements and entanglements. Here, I will 
focus on the pieces published in the Arts Cabinet Editorial on 
Migration, which explore migration in a broad range of ways 
using different methods and formats, including photography, 
film, collage, narrative, archives, data art, newspaper pro
duction, text, videos, drawings and prints. What I would like 
to suggest is that these pieces develop – and energise us to 
explore – struggle and friendship as method; and the Editorial 
can be seen as a space of potentiality and solidarity for these 
explorations.   

For instance, several contributors rework temporality, 
engaging differently with past, present and future, including 

time travel (Rohini Devasher) and 
Futurism as a decolonial method 
– creating something new for the future 
that disrupts existing patterns (Alia 
Ali). Drawing on Ann Laura Stoler 
(2011), Laurie Benson discusses aphasia, 
‘the active disablement of colonial 
histories and their interconnections,  
not through ignorance but practices and 
identifications that (re)produce 
racialised imperial formations’. Benson’s 
pieces include a powerful video in which 
Kader Attia distinguishes between 
Western conceptions of repair, which 
seek to erase the injury; and, non 
Western conceptions, which keep the 
injury visible, to acknowledge that  
it happened and has had an impact.  
As Attia puts it: ‘To remove an injury,  
is to remove time, to remove the  
history of an object.’ This is a method  
of both reparation and reappropriation 

– of creating the new without erasing injuries – and thus of 
challenging Eurocentric conditions of knowledge production 
(Benson). Such reworkings of temporality can be seen as 
methodological moves that enable us to imagine the history, 

In “La Colonie and Re-Pair, 
Re-Appropriation”, Laurie 
Benson, Migration Editorial, 
Arts Cabinet 2020.
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present and future of migration otherwise. This is also 
articulated by Mercedes Dorame, reflecting on the forced 
displacements of indigenous peoples in a conversation with 
Alia Ali: continuing to dream is the ultimate resistance 
for people who are not supposed to be there. 

Following these and other contributions to the Editorial, 
I would like to push this further by asking whether, or indeed 
how, bringing together art and research on migration can  
help us reimagine methodology. Here, I see methodology not  
just as a tool for artistic research but as a way of generating 
a vision of the world, and of generating worlds. As already sug
gested above, and as feminist scholars have long pointed out, 
research methods are political: our methodological approaches 
can replicate or exacerbate social, political and other hierarchies 
and inequalities (e.g. Ackerly and True 2008; Lugones and 
Spelman 1983; see also Ansems de Vries and Hansen 2020). 
This makes it all the more important to ask how our process of 
research can not only be a means of understanding the violence 
and struggles that accompany migration but also a tool for 
political intervention? I will reflect on this by developing the 
idea of struggle and friendship as method. 

 IV. Struggle-friendship

My approach to methodology resonates with many of the 
Editorial contributions in the sense that I am interested  
in collaborative, artistic research practices that explicitly seek  
to challenge both seemingly mundane and structural hierar
chies (e.g. based on gender, race, class, ability and epistemic 
position) and that are selfreflexive about the dangers of repro
ducing the power relations and forms of violence they seek 
to make visible and counter. Reflexivity and positionality are 
ongoing, relational processes (Nagar and Geiger 2007);  
not merely oneoff statements or reflections on identity, such 
as I have done in the opening of this piece. Reflexivity and 
positionality are part of an ethics of care (Goozee 2021, forth
coming) that is attentive to the questions: what am I/are we 
doing this for; and, who am I/do we become in this process?

Struggle, solidarity and care are concepts/practices that 
are central to decolonial scholarship and activism, as is also 
reflected in several of the Editorial pieces. Here, I will build on 
these ideas to think about struggle and friendship as a method 
for reimagining migration. This might entail moving away 
from the very notion of migration, instead working with the 
entwined notions of movingsettling; I do not know yet where 
this might go…

Scholars such as Lara Coleman and Doerthe Rosenow 
(2015; 2016; see also Rossdale 2019) argue that we can approach 
struggles as method. What Coleman (2015) describes as 
‘starting with struggles’ is an approach that seeks to visibilise 
invisibilised forms of violence and structures of power through 
the voices of those who are part of the struggle (see also  
Ansems de Vries et al 2017). This is an open and experimental 
approach in the sense that what the struggle is about, and  
how it becomes entangled with relations of power, emerges 
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through the process of struggle, and the process of research.  
As Coleman and Rosenow (2016, p. 215) write: 

Struggles may begin with a preliminary under-
standing of ‘what they are up against’ but  
in the process of trying to intervene upon and 
manipulate those power relations – in meeting 
with attempts at repression, co-optation, 

domestification and so on – they are forced to 
reconfigure their own frames of reference. In the 
process, struggles themselves create new concepts 
and objects, they shift and deepen understandings 
of power, politics and ethics.

What ‘we’ are fighting for/against/with/through is both an 
important guide and not known in advance; moreover, the 
‘we’ – who we are as a community in struggle, and who I am as 
part of it – is not preconstituted but emerges and transforms 
through the struggle itself. Here, struggle refers both to 
being subject to violence and oppression, or otherwise facing 
a struggle, and to working against this, whether through  
active resistance or by continuing to be(come) who you are in 
a situation that disallows, delegitimises and/or represses  
your identity and community – as Dorame articulates so pithily 
with respect to indigenous peoples. 

Artistic research practices can offer a way of fostering  
collective yet transversal solidarities that help us understand 
what the struggle is about, not as a sudden revelation but  
more as a feeling or affective relation that emerges in the process. 
For instance, in my work with Anna Virabyan, a London 
based artist and refugee, I have come to understand better that 
a struggle is never fully formed or complete, and neither am I. 
By developing a very different relationship than the standard, 
dispassionate and instrumental researcherresearch participant  
hierarchy – by working together, drawing and painting 
together, listening, reflecting and just hanging out together –  
I/we have gained insights that are affective and connect us  
in ways that are moving, and that I feel and sense more than  
I ‘know’. 

I have also been cha(lle)nged, for instance, by being  
made aware of my own assumptions. In our conversation for  
the Editorial, Anna discusses the fear of being in a hostile  
environment in which you need to prove your vulnerability  
in each letter and at each appointment, and in which ‘No’  
is the response you receive most of the time. This was not a new 
insight to me; sadly, I had heard other asylum seekers express 
very similar experiences. Yet, by seeing how she explained 
– with her whole body – how it felt like ‘going to speak with 
a huge, giant system’, whilst also looking at the dark, dense  
and entangled lines in her artwork, I could feel it in a way that  
I had not encountered before. Moreover, and this is where 
things become entangled, Anna also speaks about her appre
ciation of being able to apply for asylum in the UK. My initial 
(silent) reaction is to question how she could be grateful to  
such a violent and hostile system. Then I realise that this system 
has also been a lifeline for her and her kids. What is the struggle 
about? How can we intervene?

This conception of struggle as collective, becoming,  
and entangled with relations and structures of power is  
also a method of friendship and an ethics of care. What is so  
powerful about a lot of the Editorial pieces is that artistic 
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expression is a way of working through the personal and  
the political at the same time, and that this is done through 
collaborations and conversations that exude friendship.  
The personal here is not a matter of centring the self; it is part 
of relational, affective assemblages that are generated through 
struggle and friendship simultaneously. Nagar and Geiger’s 
(2007) notion of ‘situated solidarities’ also points towards this 
conception of collective care through ongoing struggle, friend
ship and reflexivity.  

One of the things that I have learned from Anna, and 
which is also expressed by Dorame in her contributions, is that 
art practice is a form of healing. And, in this relational, collec
tive conception of arts practice, we can understand healing  
as political: as a way of pursuing struggle through friendships 
of solidarity. Moreover, I would like to think of healing through 
friendship also as a way of countering the Eurocentric epistemic 
world that came about in the coconstitution of modernity  
and colonialism, which shapes ‘academic knowledge’ to this 
day. The modern/colonial knowledge system produces Europe/
the West as the universal centre of the world and, thereby, 
‘Others’ as objects of knowledge and intervention (Quijano 
2007; see also Ansems de Vries et al 2017). Strugglefriendship 
as method counters this marginalisation and erasure of  
the active subjectivities and knowledge systems of minoritised 
people. Thus, engaging people forced to move neither as objects 
of study nor as mere passive victims, but rather as active and 
insightful generators of knowledge – as the Editorial pieces do – 
challenges and enriches how we can imagine migration. 

This is not to say that collaborative artistic research 
methods are the best approach for engaging in political strug
glefriendship per se, nor that such methods are appropriate  
in all circumstances. Rather, what I am interested in is exploring 
the potential of such methods for offering different insights,  
for pursuing political struggles, and for highlighting the entan
glements of and our own complicities in (re)producing what  
we seek to contest. 

In particular, what I think such methods can bring to 
conceptions of migration and vice versa, is the idea of the close 
entanglements of, firstly, becoming and violence; and, secondly, 
moving, displacing, settling and belonging. The inclusion  
of settling/belonging opens up the notion of migration to con
siderations of forced displacement of groups from particular 
lands and/or communities, including, for instance, indigenous 
lands (see Dorame), the slave trade, and informal settlements 
created by displaced groups. As a mobile assemblage, migration  
includes all of these – complexly and disruptively. And, this  
conception offers inspiration for developing struggle and friend 
ship as method. These are ongoing struggles and friendships, 
which can be unsettling, uncomfortable, indecisive and even 
violent. Whilst these movements may not decisively overthrow 
entrenched structures of violence, cracks will appear; and it is 
through such cracks and fissures that we can start to see a differ
ent world, and that we are energised to keep moving; to imagine 
and pursue otherwise what moving/settling can be(come). 
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